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Most people have never heard of Libby, a small town of approximately 12,000 residents
located in the scenic northwestern corner of Montana. In 1999, the EPA wrote, "Libby,
Montana is the largest occupational and environmental exposure to asbestos in US history." It may be surprising to hear that Montana, a place widely thought of as pristine
wilderness, still untouched by the industrialization of our nation, is home to an environmental disaster of such great magnitude. However, the image of Montana as such a place
is an image of the past. Although many areas of the state are yet unspoiled, Montana's
economy relies heavily on the mining industry, and its politics are often dictated by private
interest groups which care about almost nothing else except making money at all costs.
It is therefore no surprise that such groups would take little interest in issues like the environment or the welfare of workers. With relatively few mining regulations in place in Montana, and few people willing to enforce the regulations that are currently in place, many
areas of the state have been devastated by the extractive industries. It is because of the
government's "hands off' approach to mining regulation that the town of Libby became so
heavily polluted with asbestos. After having to live with perpetual contamination for over
thirty years, the people of Libby finally got a break when the mines closed in 1990. Now,
with little hope for justice, they are left to suffer the effects of the pollution, which left
almost 30 per cent of the town with asbestos-related lung disorders.
The mine in Libby, which the mining company W.R. Grace bought in 1963, was
the world's largest producer of tremolite until its close in 1990. Tremolite is a mined crystalline substance that, once processed into vermiculite, is commonly used in gardening
and insulation products. The transformation of tremolite into vermiculite takes place during "popping" or heating the tremolite crystals to 600 degrees Fahrenheit. The popping
releases a certain amount of asbestos fibers into the environment. The tremolite mined

industry. Although Congress has granted the MSHA minimal authority to protect the
health and safety of workers, it is still exceedingly difficult for the agency to accomplish
anything. It continually faces strong opposition from mining interest groups like The
National Mining Association. In 2002, for example, the MSHA proposed to reduce the
existing Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL) of asbestos to the standard that OSHA had
set at 0.1 fibers per milliliter. The proposal met fierce resistance from the National Mining
Association and was never passed.
Asbestos is a particularly harmful material, the effects of which often take years
to surface. It is a generic name for a variety of naturally occurring fibrous silicates composed primarily of silica, calcium, iron, and magnesium. There are two groups of
asbestos- chrysotile and amphibole. Amphibole asbestos is the more hazardous of the
two types. It has straight, thin, brittle, needle-shaped fibers that deeply penetrate the
lungs and persist in lung tissue. Chrysotile dissolves slowly in lung tissue fluids over a
given period of time. The asbestos mined in Libby was of the amphibole group. Asbestos
is classified as a ·severe but non-acute occupational health hazard," meaning that it is
very harmful to human health, but the symptoms develop over a period of many years
instead of immediately. The chronic affects of asbestos exposure are not apparent for five
to fifteen years and asbestosis and/or lung cancer generally occurs fifteen years or more
after initial exposure to asbestos. Because it takes so long for these diseases to develop, the effects of asbestos are often confused with non-occupational lung diseases. Epidemiological research confirms that asbestos ranks at the top of clear-cut carcinogens to
affect human health. It is also believed that asbestos possesses mutagenic or DNA-damaging properties as chromosomal aberrations have been discovered in humans and rats.
In 1999, it came to the government's attention that there was a problem in Libby.
A Seattle Post journalist named Andrew Schneider had heard from a pulmonologist in
Spokane, Washington (who treated many Libby patients) that at least 192 people had died
from asbestos exposure in that town. The doctor estimated that the death toll in Libby
was probably going to continue to rise with twelve to fifteen people per month being diagnosed with asbestos related disorders. Schneider worked closely with the people of Libby
(2,000 of whom were effected by the disaster) to publish an exclusive article on the problem. The government of Montana, the US Department of Health and Human Services,
and the EPA rushed to investigate the matter. The three parties called on the Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) to evaluate human health concerns in
Libby. The ATSDR conducted two studies: medical testing of the population and mortality data analysis in which it reviewed death certificates of Libby residents who died
between 1979 and 1998.
Over fifty percent of Libby's population participated in the study, which included
face-to-face interviews, a three-view chest x-ray, and a spirometry test (to measure air
flow in and out of the lungs). Eighteen percent of those tested had pleural abnormalities
(abnormalities with the lining of the lungs)- the average amo.untof a given population with
such abnormalities in America is around 0.2 per cent. Interstitial abnormalities (within the
lung tissue itself) were found in 0.8 per cent of the study group- this type of abnormality
is a direct cause of lung cancer. Fifty-one percent of W.R. Grace workers have either
pleural or interstitial abnormalities. Furthermore, for the twenty year period studied, Libby

in Libby contained between 21 and 26 per cent asbestos which was then inhaled by not
only the employees of the two popping facilities in Libby, but also the entire population of
the town. While the mines and popping facilities were in operation, air concentrations of
asbestos up to fifteen times the occupational limit were reported in downtown Libby. Furthermore, air quality tests taken in 1969 indicated that 24,000 pounds per day of vermiculite dust, containing 20 to 40 per cent asbestos, were being expelled from one of the several milling smoke stacks in town. The citizens of Libby were further unnecessarily
exposed to the asbestos-rich vermiculite: one of the popping facilities was located next to
a community baseball field, and piles of the crystals were left unguarded, leaving children
every opportunity to play in the toxic substance. The government of Montana did little to
protect the citizens of Libby. The state did not have (and still does not have) any ambient
air quality standards for pollution. Also, it allowed the mine to submit their own air quality samples and lab results, instead of requiring a more qualified and unbiased state
inspector.
In 1971, the United States Bureau of Mines inspected the milling plant in Libby.
Tests showed that airborne asbestos particles were present in a concentration of 13 ·to 71
fibers per milliliter. At the time, the industry standards were set at 5 fibers per milliliter.
Today the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has set the permissible
oncentration level at 0.1 fibers per milliliter. Despite the fact that the plant in Libby was
rossly over the regulation standard of the day for asbestos concentration, the Bureau of
Mines failed to act to improve conditions- its strong relationship with the mining industry
eant that there was widespread corruption within the agency. The slew of problems in
Libby failed to be reported and W.R. Grace's environmental atrocities continued.
Although it would be nice to think that conditions have improved since 1971,
any problems still exist regarding environmental and health standards in the mining
ndustry. Despite the fact that OSHA has set extremely low limits for the presence of
sbestos, the agency does not regulate the mining industry, only general industry worklaces. This is because the extractive industries are so politically powerful they are able
o exempt themselves from being regulated by the more stringent OSHA. Instead, the
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA), a division of the United States Departent of Labor, is responsible for ensuring environmental and worker safety in the mining

"Quit crititicizing, quit complaining- you ask where·
your government has been? We're here. Laying
blame will get us nowhere. You'll still be sick,
you'll still be dying, and you'll still be losing business."
-Montana Governor Judy Martz
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mortality from malignant (cancerous) and non-malignant respiratory diseases was significantly elevated. When compared with the rest of the US population, there was a 40 per
cent increase in malignant and non-malignant diseases in Libby. Asbestosis mortality was
up to 80 times higher in Libby and the rate of lung cancer was 1.3 times higher.
The town of Libby has now been declared a Superfund site. This means it is considered by the EPA to be one of the top hazardous waste sites in the country. The mine
has been "cleaned up," according to W.R. Grace, which planted yellow sweet clover,
grass, and pine seedlings on the site. However, the state still admits that, "the site does
not meet reclamation standards." There is also a new health center in Libby designated
to meet the needs of the many patients with respiratory illness. Unfortunately, because
W.R. Grace declared bankruptcy in 1999, the mineworkers will receive no monetary compensation. They have been left to live out the rest of their lives suffering from what has
been described as one of the most painful diseases, with little consolation. Even the governor of Montana, Judy Martz, did little to boost morale. Just ten months after the crisis
in Libby was brought to light, she made a speech in that town. She said, "quit criticizing,
quit complaining- you ask where your government has been? We're here. Laying blame
will get us nowhere. You'll still be sick, you'll still be dying, and you'll still be losing business." Unfortunately, despite the years of pain endured by the people of Libby, there is
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The ObserverBidesThe NightshiftjBy:LauraBomyeaj
Who-KnowsWhat Evil Lurks In The Heart of the Bard Campus?
"I'm supposed to ride along with you tonight," I said as the blank face of Bard
Security Officer #307 stared back at me. I clicked my pen twice to kill the awkward silence.
Walking across campus that evening, I had hummed the Dukes of Hazzard theme and
envisioned myself, the intrepid reporter, riding along on dangerous excursions in the
name of the law. It was obvious to me from the moment I introduced myself to the Emergency Dispatcher that there had been some break in communications and as I was standing in front of the plexiglass window examining the congenial but confused face of Officer
Don Lown, I began to realize how hard it would be for me to incorporate a word like intrepid in my article.
"Um, well you see, I uh ... l talked to Ken Cooper and he said ..." I trailed off as
another song started to play inside the Old Gym and the lobby filled with thumping bass.
Outside, Officer Lown apologized for the noise. "You have to be able to hear good to work
this job," he said. I nodded, laughed and tried my best to explain my assignment to him.
Silently I wished I had a Press tag or something more formal and cool than a dollar store
notebook and my Bard ID. We talked for a bit and it was established that I did indeed
have permission to tag along behind him for the shift from 11 :00pm to 7:00am (the A-Line
shift}, or at least as long as I lasted.
Guarding the campus against the forces of evil (and Red Hook High School students) is no small task. After Officer Don showed me the security office, where he and
the rest of the security fleet punch in, collect their gear and sign out keys, a vehicle and
a radio, he pulled out a map to show me his assigned area. There are typically between
3 and 5 security guards protecting the campus per shift. Tonight, there were 5 on duty in
anticipation of great activity and general Friday night debauchery.
There are three shifts, eight hours each. There is the A-Line shift, our shift, from
11 :00pm to 7:00am, the B-Line shift from 7:00am to 3:00pm and the C-Line shift from
3:00pm to 11 :00pm. He explained that there was one officer on foot assigned to the "Hill,"
the main portion of campus that spans from Kline and the library to Ludlow, Olin and the
Old Gym. This officer is in charge of closing and checking all of the buildings on that part
of campus, as well as making sure the dorm doors are closed and locked. Two other officers are also on foot- one on South Campus and one on North. These officers are mainly in charge of the dorms in their respective areas, as well as all of the buildings that need
to be locked, armed and checked at night, as well as unlocked and dis.armed in the mornings for ServiceMaster to clean. Two other
officers serve as ·mobile" officers on North
and South campus. It is their job to close up
and secure the buildings on the periphery of
campus, check the guest houses and all
Bard property off campus and patrol the
parking lots and scary dark areas around
campus. Our assignment was to protect and
serve South campus as a "mobile" unit until
3:00 am, when the officers for the North and
South switch.
As we loaded into the white Bard
Security Jeep, the excitement was palpable.
This was going to be a night filled with danger and the unexpected. And indeed, when
we stopped at the Publications house, Don
opened the door and a high pitched beeping
made my heart stop and my blood freeze. I
stood rooted in fear until he disarmed the
alarm and turned on the light. The room was
not filled with bad guys, like I had expected,
but copy machines. They seemed harmless
enough, so I followed him in, jumping nervously whenever beams of red light shone
across my notebook each time I walked
through a doorway.
"I try to go to my farthest places
first,· Don said. He explained that the publi·
_
.
cations house was a pretty easy building to check over, but that It was important to check
the windows and the bathrooms to make sure nothing was awry._ I nodded earnestly,
thinking to myself that you never really know when a bathroom might become evil. On
our way out the door Officer Lown armed the security system and commented on the Bard
newspapers. 1 asked h_imif he prefer.red one over the. other, he chuckled and d1plomatI_
cally replied "I really enJOYboth ...they re equally good. _ _
Don entered our first brave mission into the actIvIty log, which he told me later
was helpful both in keeping a checklist for the officers, so that they remembered where
they had checked and the state of the buildings when they le~ the~, as well as servmg
as a resource should something go wrong. He explained that 1fa w1ndow_wasfo_undbroact1V1tylog to
ken the last security officer that had checked the building woul_duse the_1r_
confirm the approximate time of the incident, which would help in determining how 1thad
happened and who had been around at that time.
.
As he spoke he recorded the hour in military time and wrote down in an el~borate and secret code that we had armed and secured the building. He explained this all
to me at length while we drove back to campus. I knew this was just about the co?lest,
most top-secret thing going on in the entire campus and I r?lled the codes around in my
head knowing they were harder to crack than the Pentagon s.

We hit the Levy Economics Institute next, whose security system is even more
impenetrable than the last. We checked the doors and windows and the bathrooms of
course, which were all labeled Water Closet (charming). On our way to the elevator, Officer Lown and I walked by a brass water fountain. "Yeah, why don't they put those in the
dorms?" he said, laughing, ·1don't know what they do here." I nodded and we agreed that
it must be something verf important. As we walked into the basement, he started telling
me a little bit about the history of the building. Apparently the Institute was once a girls'
dorm- I would have moved in there in a second had he not chosen that time to ask me if
I'd heard about the ghost. I gulped and shook my head. Suddenly every comer had a
white sheet in it, and the dark, quiet building felt like the shoe store. Yes, the shoe store.
Okay, you know that shit was fucking scary.
We checked the garden for anyone that might not be able to get back to their
room on their own, and for outsiders that might be creeping around and generally looking
shady. Confident that evil was not prowling about at Blithewood, we pulled away. After
checking Blum and a few threatening looking parking lots, we went to the Water Plant.
We had to make sure all the doors were locked, that nobody was around there trying to
mess with things and that the sewage wasn't exploding everywhere and flooding the campus. It wasn't.
The Blithewood Gatehouse was the next stop and we checked our radio to make
sure it was still working. There hadn't been a call all night. Not one. No calls. On a Friday night. We were pretty sure the radio was broken, so Officer Don called the Emergency Dispatcher to check it out. Okay, so it wasn't broken. But neither was the Emergency Dispatcher so, score one for us.
We met another security guard around this time to talk about a door he couldn't
get to lock. A mission! We had a mission to fix this door and we were going to fix it like
pros. Or at least, Officer Don was going to do it, and I was going to watch.
On our way to grapple with the mighty door, we spoke about the softer side of
the Security Officer. "At 7 am, when we punch out," he said, "our main concern is to make
sure that everybody's in bed and sleeping." He smiled and explained that all of the Bard
Security Guards felt a personal moral obligation to the students. Their involvement in our
lives goes for the most part undetected and their concern for our well-being seems to
come naturally. Many of them are fathers and family men and all of them are primarily
concerned with the safety of Bard students, faculty and staff. "There's not a big shield over
campus," he said, "it's still dangerous." All of
the Security Guards understand this danger
and do anything they can to keep us safe while
. still staying, for the most part, out of our sight.
·
Tiptoeing softly through some of the dorms
we were in charge of, Officer Don carefully
secured all the doors and made sure there
weren't windows open or burners on. Climbing
up the stairs of Tremblay, he carefully pushed a
dangerous pair of shoes from the middle of the
hall. "We're not allowed to touch any of your
personal items," he said, "unless we feel like
they're a threat to someone's safety ...Someone
could have tripped over those."
He explained that the majority of the contact
with students is negative,
J
bl!l.t.
he still enioYSh s Job and is comoletely condents encounter him only wnen 1111:iy,._ ,vv .. -out of their rooms, or when something happens
that merits a call to security, like a loud party or
an EMS call, he and the other A-Line offic~rs
are responsible for much more than just bus~1ng
people and taking a while to let students into
their rooms. 'We're spread pretty thin most of
the time," he explained, "but we try our best."
When we returned to Base for a coffee break, Usa, the Emergency Dispatch~~
was manning the phones and computers, making sure everything was hunky-dory Bar
wide The phones were silent and the computers beeped only once, b~t another o~1~e.;
res ;nded to the alarm before we could leave the room. "Can_y_oubelieve how qu1e I
is/ Don said to Lisa. we talked about the evening's lack__
of _act1v1ty_
as well ~s how busy
she was on other nights. "It's all or nothing here," she said, one minute you re tw1~dli~~
our thumbs the next minute you've got a phone in each ear and one in your an_ .
~!though th~ phones didn't ring at all_while we were there, every officer I spoke with
assured me that this was an unusual night.
.
On my way back to my room at 6:00 am, t wondered if maybe I had something
to do with how quiet it had been. 1hadn't been feeling particularly badass and the most
frightening antagonists we had met had been security alarms, a strange truck mo~o\)~_ard
art in the shadows and two pedestrians we picked up on their way back to o ins.
Maybe the evil bathrooms, the Red Hook High School students and any other shady_ch_aracters had stayed home that night, not wanting to be beaten down by_the astonishing
forces they were up against. In any event, t slept more soundly knowing that at some
point that night, a Bard Security offic~r was pro~ably moving softly through ;he world
around me, locking the doors and turning out the lights.
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Strenuous Ienure-ous Bard
All colleges must commit to the process of granting or denying tenure to faculty
and be very careful regarding such a commitment. The Bard administration leaves the
decision to the tenured faculty and students selected to conduct the evaluation of a faculty member, as well as the College President. This is consistent with other liberal arts
colleges, but what distinguishes Bard is the availability of the files, forms, and essays
completed about the professor-in-question to the general public.
The hypothetical quandary and current topic of debate is this: imagine writing
an unfavorable written testimony of a professor in his or her renewal year. This professor is also your advisor for a senior project you will both continue to work on together.
Your evaluation is included in the professor's file, but with your name attached to it. If it
contributes greatly to a decision to deny renewal to a professor, your statements can be
accessed by your advisor through the cabinet in the Student Government Office upstairs
1nthe Campus Center at any time.
Beyond this quandary, the process of faculty evaluation undeniably affects the
student body and the relationships we have with faculty and administration. It is very
difficult for a student to digest the rejection of a professor who has been particularly
meaningful to hini or her. To best understand the weight of the decision to offer tenure,
one must know that most tenure evaluations are provided with great positive feedback
with encouraging testimonials concerning the faculty member's credits. However, even
a miniscule amount of negative feedback can throw an entirely different light on the kind
of contribution a faculty member, if tenured, can be projected to make to Bard in the
future.
The concept of tenure-track is in effect at this college. Faculty members with a
certain amount of teaching experience can be hired on a six-year tenure clock in which
they stand for tenure after six years. Faculty with little or no teaching experience are
hired to a five-year tenure clock, in which case they have a three-year contract, and
then a two-year contract if they are renewed. The evaluation for renewal involves nearly the same criteria as that for tenure, with the exception of an external review of
research, and of the divisional vote. This vote is conducted by the members of the faculty member's division of study.
The decision to offer tenure to a Bard professor is, in Dean of College Michelle
Dominy's words, a "40-year investment" in that professor. The process must therefore
be pondered over with a strictness, rigidity, and attention to detail, the likes of which no
student could be familiar with, save those such as Tom Cannavino who work on the
EPC, Bard's student group for faculty evaluation. This group undertakes the most comprehensive reading of the SOTC forms that the student body completes for classes at
the close of each semester, although faculty evaluators read these forms as well. Cannavino characterized the goals of the EPC in saying that, as a student evaluator of faculty, one would "look for patterns" and try to "develop a picture in your mind for who the
person is" from the diversity of both opinion and of evaluation criteria held by students
as reflected in the SOTC forms. The EPC then compiles the most helpful and insightful
quotations from the forms into a two page cumulative evaluation of student opinion.
·we look for a balance of success in teaching and success in scholarship." said Dean
Dominy. The evaluation of scholarship is the faculty's chief contribution, wherein two

IBy:Chris Konker

tenured faculty members critique the level of scholarship to which a professor has committed him or herself, and what sort of expectations current scholarly undertakings by
the professor should aspire to appease. Professor Karen Sullivan, the chair of the Faculty Evaluation Committee (FEC), said that Bard's process of evaluating has "more
ambiguity" compared to the more "cut and dry" scholarly requirements of faculty in state
schools. The implied difference in this comparison is that much more consideration is
given at Bard to the quality of the work of a professor than to the quantity. The expectations also vary from division to division. Professors of the Humanities are expected to
publish books and/or articles. Psychology professors are expected to publish more articles than books. Art professors are responsible for displaying their work in galleries of a
certain reputation for quality. Faculty and students are also encouraged to send voluntary letters to the committees about personal and professional experiences with the professor up for renewal.
The EPC and FEC-compiled information, combined with the voluntary letters,
is then placed under the care of the Faculty Evaluation Review Committee (FERG), a
group of five tenured professors who serve a two-year term and make final critiques
both to the professor up for renewal, and to the manner in which the professor has been
characterized in the EPC and FEC documents. Each of the five committee members
provides a yes or no vote with regards to whether the faculty member's contract should
be renewed. This committee's conclusion can still be overturned by President Botstein.
Once a faculty member is granted tenure, the string of reviews for renewal is
surpassed. The professor is then evaluated every 14th semester after the receipt of
tenure in what is called a Senior Evaluation. Associate professors can be promoted to
full professors after the first post-tenure evaluation. Visiting professors are not tenure
track, and are evaluated in their fourth semester of teaching, and subsequently in every
10th semester.
The fact that there are three separate reviews for renewal that predate the
tenure evaluations emphasizes the close examination which each professor undergoes
before tenure is offered. The amount of job security that tenure provides for a professor
also dictates the amount of confidence the College must have in a professor to extend
such an offer. Beyond the standard evaluations of teaching style, availability outside of
class, effective communication of material, and satisfactory level of scholarship in the
given area of study, such factors as the evolution of a school's division of study can
definitively affect the outcome of a faculty evaluation. On occasion, there are drastic
measures. One is of the overturning of the outcome of the FERG by the president.
Another is the denial of renewal to a professor who is popular with students, a verifiably
good scholar, but grounded in a field of study that is not very broad or applicable to the
extent that he or she does not fill the college's long-term divisional goals. These scenarios reveal the true problematic nature of tenure evaluations: the risk of characterizing
the denial of tenure as an identification of inadequacy in either the relationship between
the professor and the student body, or between the professor and his or her field of
study. In these circumstances, the administration must continue to validate and express
solidarity with the skilled though non-renewed professor throughout the terminal year of
the contract.

Rill O'Reilly Apologizes to Natio □, Sort Of
Nation Bitch-Slaps Him in Response

fBy:John WeinertI

.

Though he claims to be an independent commentator, he is recognized as one
.
.
·
an
verybody In the world,
o
most prominent conservative commentators of the day. To call O'Reilly a polariznobody knows for sure, all right? We don't know what he has. We think he has 8,500 liters ing figure is an understatement- he is often singled out by the pundits of the left for the
of anthrax. But let's see. But there's a doubt on both sides. And I said on my program, if, same sort of vicious disparagement he so enjoys doling out himself. He and left-wing
if the Americans go in and overthrow Saddam Hussein and it's clean, he has nothing, I will author Al Franken have a particular animosity towards one another: O'Reilly was featured
apologize to the nation, and I will not trust the Bush Administration again, all right?"
on the cover of Franken's 2003 book Lies and the Lying Liars Who Tell Them: A Fair And
Balanced Look At The Right. Shortly after, Fox News responded by filing a lawsuit against
On March 18, 2003, Bill O'Reilly spoke these words on ABC's talk show Good
Franken, claiming that they owned the rights to the phrase "Fair and Balanced." The case
Morning America. Since this time, he has continued halfheartedly to suggest de~dlines
ior an update on the WMD claims made by the administration: on June 5 of the same year, was later thrown out, described by a judge as "wholly without merit." It has been widely
he asked the administration for additional information "in the next few weeks." By Octo- speculated that O'Reilly instigated Fox's suit against Franken, perhaps even participating
ber 8. he had apparently become more lenient, saying •All
in drafting the complaint. O'Reilly, of course, denies all such
Americans should demand within the next nine months-"
claims.
(that is to say, by July 2004) "before the Presidential candiOn his show, he often engages in shouting matches with interdate, uh candidates, really swing in- for an explanation of
viewees. During his now-infamous interview with Jeremy Glick,
what exactly happened."
the son of a victim of the September 11th terrorist attacks, he
On February 10, 2004, during another appearance
repeatedly told Glick to "shut up" (a favorite tactic he uses when
on Good Morning America, the same clip was aired again. Put
interviews head in a direction he dislikes). Though Glick conon the spot, a flustered O'Reilly managed to utter a grudging
tinued to speak calmly throughout O'Reilly's tirade, O'Reilly
apology, saying that "my analysis was wrong and I'm sorry."
eventually cut Glick's microphone, saying "I'm not going to
He claimed that he was "much more skeptical of the Bush
dress you down anymore, out of respect for your father."
While it is a shame to kick a man when he's down, the presadminstration now." and that he thought "all Americans should
be concerned about this." He directed much of the blame at
ent author must confess to a certain satisfaction at O'Reilly's
CIA Director George Tenet, saying "I don't know why Tenet still
embarrassment. As he mumbled his apology on national TV,
has his job."
Good Morning America host Charles Gibson directed O'Reilly's
The next day, O'Reilly backtracked a bit: "I go on
attention to the viewers he was addressing. "Well, my analysis
'Good Morning America' yesterday and say that I'm personally·'
was wrong and I'm sorry. Absolutely, you know."
sorry .. but the left-wing press sees my admission as some
·camera's right there." Gibson said.
kind of liberal policy vindication and is using my w_ordsto ham__ .,..._______
.,,.
\"Um, and I'm not pleased about it."

eXtftnga ar a er (OWn·~camera's right there." Gibson

mer the president. Well, thafs dishonest. I still _believe.removel Y,
ing Saddam was the right thing to do and that history will prove ,
. '
it..~nd there's also the possibility that WMDs will be found, so mg hts troubles in
I might have to apologize for my apology. I don't mind. I still /
h /
hope they find WMDs."
a CO O ·
Those who are familiar with Bill O'Reilly might be surprised by any admission at all on his part. Host of his own political talk show, Fox's The
O'Reilly Factor, he doesn't strike one as the apologetic sort.

B.R.A.V.E.Offers StudentsAChance
Need an adrenaline rush?
ant to support a great cause?
Ever considered skydiving?
Here's your chance!
On Saturday April 24, 2004, from 11:0Oam to 3:00 pm, Operation Free Fall will lake
place nationally, as a part of Sexual Assault Awareness Month. Operation Free Fall pro'des a creative and exciting opportunity to raise awareness about sexual assault and to
raise funds for RAINN, (Rape Abuse Incest National Network) as well as local sexual
ssault awareness and prevention programs.
Bard students are invited to skydive or support skydivers at The Ranch, locatd in Gardener, New York, Oust south of New Paltz). The jump fee is $310, and each
umper is asked to raise money for RAINN through pledges, aiming for a goal of $500.
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an ocean of

repeated.
'Yeah, I just said it. What do you want me to do? Go over and
kiss the camera?"
A certain satisfaction, indeed.

to $kydive .For'a-G·reat Cause·:',:
The jump fee includes tt)e lesson, the jump, a T~shirt, photos, and a DVD of your ju~p.
go directly to RAINN.
.
·
.
In recent years, many participants who cannot afford the jump fee have asked
businesses to sponsor them in exchange for advertisement (such as wearing the company logo while jumping). The B.R.A.V.E. Program, Bard response to Rape and Associated Violence Education, will be offering to sponsor several jumpers .. The first jumpers
to raise $300 in pledges will_be given priority for those (B.R.A.V.E.) sponsorships.
If you are considering jumping, you should register and begin collecting
pledges now. Pieoge fonns and further information can be found outside the B.R.A.V.E.
office in Sottery Hall, and on line at operatJonfreefall.org. You can also contact Lauren
Peterson at 752-5034 (lp957@bard.edu) or Sara Clarke at 752-4412 or email bravefreefall@yahoo.com, \ledge sheets should be completed by April 1, 2004.

$100 of the jump fee

will
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Explaining The Science of Stem
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fBy:Gen~,vieveWanucha

"Stem ceUs? Eeep! I d~n't even know what to do with that!" Well, don't you worry, because
after reading this, you will be able to argue stem cells with the best of 'em. Stem cells have
been in the news for quite some time, but recently there was a breakthrough in the field of
cloning and stem cell research. A team of scientists in South Korea, led by Dr. Woo Suk
~:,vang, took cells from a woman and used those cells, and one of her eggs to create a fert11izedembryo. They_let the embryo develop for a few days and then destroyed it in order to
harvest the e~bryonic stem cells from it. In the process, they created the first embryonic
stem cells enlirely from one p_erson.
This development raises many questions, both scientific and ethical. It is important
to un_derstand the scientific basis of cloning and stem cells before one gets into the philosoph1cal arguments. Now, I know some of you may be science-phobic, but don't worry. You
can ask questions if you want.
An adult stem cell is a particular type of cell that occurs normally in the human body.
,,,,,,c,,,w,,·•·.')it~,"''',.
,..
·
I■•••••■
These
cells
have the potential to tum into a number of different types of cells, including those
0
.
·
use,d_inthe ~er:ous system, muscle_tissue, and skin. In order for a stem cell to specialize
(or d1fferent1ate ,~ science talk), all 11needs is the right signal. For instance, if you were to
get a cut, something would let the stem cells know, which would cause them to start divid€'.••
ing, and form skin cells to replace the ones that were damaged. Stem cells are special
ANft'HIN§
though because they don't all specialize; a few of them stay unspecialized for the next time
· they are needed.
Unfortunately, stem cells only have a certain number of times they can divide, and
then they are no longer helpful. Also, sometimes the stem cells cannot get the signals that
are_needed to heal. In order to use stem cells to their advantage for medical treatments, scientists_had to work out these kinks. And so, embryonic stem cells, which are not naturally
1...1;!,,W~""·='·
occurring, were born! These cells are taken from a certain stage in development of the
embryo where no cells have been specialized; therefore they can turn into any cell type. Scit • · enlists hope to be abl~ t_ouse these cells to replace damaged cells in an adult. For instance,
one ?fthe most.prom1s1nguses of embryonic stem cells 1sto replace a certain type of cell
f/
, that 1sdamaged 1ndiabetes patients. This would assist in treatment of the disease.
.
Eventually, researchers hope that stem cell therapy will be able to cure many neurological diseases, help patients after heart attacks, and even be an alternative to organ
-J&"!.• transplan\at,on. Especially in the case of organ transplants, the use of stem cells can overp~~- ride the difficulty of rejection. Organ rejection occurs when the person's immune system
sees the new organ as an outsider, and so attacks it as it would an infection. If cloning is
·;,,,,. used,_however, one can make embryonic stem cells from the patient, and then implant those
1"iij~~\';m;:;:::;::;im;mm;
,.._....;;i:._.w.~..i.aL..J:;n:_:'1'\1!!!
back into the patient, so that there 1sno worry about rejection, because the body will realize
,
.,,,.,.....,,.,11'!.--the cells as itself.
Generally, scientists have these kinds of treatments in mind where cloning is contory of t~e,r conquest ?I the food world, I'll use the deep fryer a~ an el.(arople,.. Fl~~au-: cemed. They are not trying to create an army of Hitlers, but are trying to develop ways in
rants switche_dfrom using saturated beef fat.(solid ~t room tem!)@i:~turf:l-}iothei~
deepfry~ which stem cells can be created from a patient for use in that same patient. Obviously, there
Thi~ alter,lliittve.;yp~atyfa!~ _yeg:;
are quite a few arguments that people wHIuse cloning for horrible things, but before we can
ers atte~ finding an alternative to t~is health
the seanng355f;in
th~deep;{fY~r.Gr:eateg!oxl~oyproducts
explore those, the actual process of cloning needs to be articulated.
etable_o1I,when heated ro,
hydiogen
Cloning is ~ctually a relatively simple process on paper. Un-cloned embryos are
and ruined the f?od. Partially-h~rogenatlng !he oil}or if.rtiticially addipg mQre
through processing, made the 011into a substanceJhat acted justas well as the saturat- produced by the fusion of an egg from the mother and a sperm from the father. Each of
ed fat and gave process~d food and baked goods 'an incredible shelf life when used in these cells, or gametes, contains one half of the genetic material needed to create a full perbaking- a ~uge pl~s for the food tnd~st!)', A trans !llt is n?thing new;jn fact, they were son. The problem wit~ clonin~, then, is that you want all of the DNA to come from one pertrans fatsare nqw very hard to avoid in norinal son. In order to do this, one simply takes an egg, removes the DNA inside of it, and inserts
even used mthe nmeteenth century. E}Ut
t · ):: · { ··•··
J./
/.
}}:: the DNA from a normal, or somatic, cell from an adult. Every cell in the human body has all
eating patterns.
.
of the same DNA, it is just a matter of which genes in that DNA are turned on or off that
Today, even though food companies currently do not ha\,e
makes it a different type of cell.
·
•
tional panels, the trans fat (which ls full of cholesterol, like anysaturat¢
base of millions ?ffo9d products,. Companies are abl.~toJistth~jrpr
yq~~s.:f½ing_
Then you have a fertilize? egg with all of the DNA you_need, but it all came from
lesterol free, while the consumer inge§ts grams of cholesterol fromttieJrans'fats, FoitU:: one_person! No matter how easy 1tseems on paper, though, scientists have had problems
nately, new FDA labeling guidelines will requfre companies to presen(alJ levels of trans getting the DNA to know what to do once it is inside the egg. In un-cloned embryos, the DNA
go ifoo effect
until 2006. follows the normal course _ofdevelopi:nent (that's how you got here). However, DNA taken
fat to the cqnsumer Unfortunately, these guidelines wil!n_ot
As for the health. concerns, they are the same as.the concerns surrounding the from a matur~ cell has no idea that 1t1ssupposed to start back from the beginning. Luckily,
frequent con~umption of saturated rat (although much moredangerou$:becaµse. trar}S, most of the _signalsthe DNA needs are _inthe egg, so it is just a matter of fine-tuning the proDr. Hwang and his fellow researchers were finally able to do.
fats are so widespread and under-reported) .. The¥ fats,. saturated and partlal!Y hydr~ cedure. This 1s_what_
g~natedfats, ar~lln.kedt0:atherosclerg~is,n.r~~di~~~d?ft'l~~t9:M:9j&:.tli9~9.hq!e~!~rQ!t
.
The sc1ent1fl~commu_nitynow has a d_eta1ledprocedure _ofhow to clone a human
high homocysteme levels. preeclampsi~ IOYf_eJ'.quality
of b.teastmllk/cbliogeotijiaketip
being. A prospect which, admittedly, seems a little scary. But wait; don't get out your pickof adipose tissue _(from __
ln'?°r.P(lration ot yn~tl:J:t~ f8\f}) ulcifatlytJ/99.li~~;;:gaifroe~ et signs yet! On ~he road to human cloning, there are still a lot of speed bumps. First of _all,
sophogeal reflux disease, drabetes, insulin reslstf!Pce syndrorriefdi:srtiption/pf nor;mai the current laws 1n many countries, 1nclud1~gthe United States, do not even allow cloning
essential fatty acid function, and (in animals}, decrease in testoste(one:'and
in research to be done. In most of the countries that do allow it, there are very strict policies
abnormal sperm. The topper of this list, heartdise.&e. is the number oqe kilfer.inAmer· on how far you can let the embryo development. Not to mention, that these scientists were
ica, killing about 440,000 men a year and
a year. F6rperspective, all the first to get a hu~_an ~loned embryo to develop past the 8 cell stage or so, which occurs
forms of cancer kHI.about 267,000 WOffit'l'l,~;Y~
.
,v.~rage,bffirrican ea~. 35 grams ~nly hours after fert11izat1on
.. There a~e s_omany need_sfor a developing embryo that scienof trans fat and saturated fat day; qytchfe.t.ear~~rs found that }List one month of eat~ t1sts_do not know how to satisfy, that ,t will be a long time before sc1ent1stsare able to grow
.
.
!t's in ~reos, it's
Doritos, its in peanut butter and breakfast pastry and doughnuts. It's
in refned_~e?n dip, Pop Tarts, and those muffins and croissants we eat every morning.
~~tually, 11sin every f_oodsubstance that has any shelf-life at all. You.can see how hard
it 1sto get away from 1t-i:rans fat. Food companies are not required to Jist the amount of
Trans fat in products as lii<e they for saturated fat, unsaturated fat, and cholesterol. The
presence of Trans fats can only be found by searching the ingredient listing for any •partlally-hydro_genated vegetable (or cornflower, safflower, sunflower, peanut, coconut) oils."
These partially hydrogenated vegetable oils are named the Trans tats precisely because
they have_been translated and transformed into durable hydrogen-containing saturated
fat look•ahkes.
In case you are confused about what a Trans f~ act~ally is, here is a brief his-
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btone ttlifd. Th.us, people con- babies.
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ing marg~rine reduced the nom.;al fl?~l:>jH~y.,pt.Jrt.~ry!~
cemed with.such a high death"[at~.~h9u!dpEtrh~P.1?Jak~issue,with the prevalence ol
. With the way technology ,s advancing, 1twill probably be sooner than we all think.
linked causes in the American dief.. i:/
❖; •.
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•.• · The primary argument against cloning is that it's a slippery slope· so once we start cloning
Dr. WalterWillett, tne Chairman
pJpartm~ht ofNutrition at.the Harvard for medical reasons, who is to stop us from cloning ourselves just because we don't want to
School of Public Health .and Professcir'otMedlcln'~'at
Mectid~i:Schpo(;"is
wait for a partner to have children? Who is to stop some crazy person from cloning Hitler,
top_notritipll~~rts.::}t{e
calls the partlali·hyciro~atiori ol therefore causing another Holocaust?
known as one of the wo~d's
vegetable oils the "b1gge~tfood~pro~~brf~s~steflr,U,p:
hisfofy:tl4~s~Y.i.l: •
Well, you can answer by saying that cloning te~hnology will be so expensive and
"In ,Europe [foodfompa:riJesrnired ctiemlsts and took traos fatsout&inthi::Driii~
time consuming that cloning oneself WIit not seem worth It. As far as Hitler goes, it probably
ed States, they -hfredla~~
'aji<{~Qliq-Je(~ior)S}pepple;> No' one
would not be very easy to find Hitler DNA. Mo~eover, the environment of the egg from which
~
the em~ryo grows can affect ve_ryseriously which genes are expresse? in the child. In other
have adver~e aff€i£ts on~alttijf~s:.~!l.~l'ooiftpani~r\'/er;ryorjak_fr1ci'it9ut_Jt
to say that ,t the hYdr.og~~~;:1?{~$}'tff~
qi~)lere:ctJQdawJt C<>!Jl(!l)othe adopt_Qqwords,_,_fyou wanted another Hitler, you would probably want one of his mother's eggs, too.
by the oil food industry'3}\penrrj.arlt6as'ef(~hyelY/banhijo
In add1t1on,so many factors other than DNA go ,nto a person's makeup. This is one of the
Denmark's food rftinJste(i~lq,:~YJ~-P.utJhe}i~l:lllcri~alth aj5.pvethe \ndU$tr.y'$)nteresti.1( main arguments that cloning a person is not making an exact copy. Environmental factors
::t;:;:;
:.;;.;;~:
play an enormous role in who we ar_e. Yes, genetics plays a large part, but environm~nt can
The opposite has 9~qurr~{f1r1
TheJact,fl')at.'?,lher ~il~~:Jl~~'..succeijstUlljremove<f
trans frori{t9Qd
effect which genes are expressed in a person. Even completely physical things, like eye
color, can be aff:cted by en~ronment. So even if someone clones him/herself, the chances
products proves t~at1~eW.i!re!uttaj)!ii:.~1iem~ti~}jri.tl\(~.Mditlve'..;;§(~rt~·q1alffi}itia~
removmg trans fatty acids from a!Lmargatines woulfl preverjt-6,300 tjaqaf..tacl<s'a
yiitar~of the clone_look1ngexactly like the person are pretty slim. So, the chances of the clone actIn addition, t.l'le FQApiedict~.t!:Jat
.~irajnan:ng•transfats in 3% o[b!ea.ds❖ andicakes
mg exactly like the parent? Not bloody likely! Just look at twins. Even identical twins, which
15% of cookies
and <:rackers w'6µ1dsliV8Up
ti:l$59.-:~iinO.:R0
mean they_have the exact same genetic make-up, can often look very different, and usu all
20 years. Thjs ffi()\Jnting evideryce fo(pos.sib!e 1rnptovement oftl:lis riuttjtiopaicrisis is even act differently.
hopefUf. lnJact, many coi:npariies
areinaking plans to ei1midate:or reduceiheaniount of
Cloning and stem cell research can lead to an incredible amount of healing. Yes,
hydrogenated or partlallyJiydrogenat~~ fats.from tpeir products.'; St,frprlsingly, Mc.Don~ there are dangers,_but truthf_ully,many of t~e them a_renot as horrible, let al?nefeasible _as
aids recently anno.pn~.d pla~y), stop.usingtrens-fjits altpgeth~t in r:nakipg frenchwas. they ~eem: The ~c1encebehind these techniques 1sd1ff1cult,but ,1_
there are going to be ph1lo
Kraft plans to reformulate m.any of its products and Bestfoods has announced that soph1cal d1scuss1onsof the moral and ethical issues surrounding them, they need to b
this year, per: ~nderstood. The most interestin~ thing about science is the limi~ations that it has, and figur
intends to completely eliPJinate trans-fat from its margarine by the end
haps our cardiovascular systems will have it easrer'in the years.-to come.
. .
/ • 1ngo_uthow to get passed them, 1nboth an experimental and ethical sense. An educated dis·•··
cuss,on of these issues is imperative. See, science isn't that bad!
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At the dawn of another presidential election, a new generation of voters has come of age.
"Generation Y" consists of Americans born after 1980 and is expected to be as large as
the Baby Boom Generation born between 1945 and 1965. This new generation is difficult
to easily define, as it takes a liberal approach to some major issues and a conservative
one to others. As it reaches maturity, how can we expect this generation- our generation,
really- to change America?
Generally adverse to the practices of traditional political parties and, according
to the National Election Study (NES), more likely than any other age group to support third
party candidates, Generation Y is proving to be the most challenging group of voters to
reach. Unfortunately, political candidates are widely ignoring this group because it votes
at a much lower rate than other factions of Americans. However, according to the US
Census Bureau, voters under 25 constitute between 7 and 8 per cent of the electorate.
This number is higher than "soccer moms· and other swing groups so vehemently targeted by political campaign managers.
Currently, the new generation of voters has halted the national trend toward
Republicanism-according to the NES only 18 percent of voters under 30 defined themselves as Republican in 2000. This number is rising however; and while Generation Y
tends to lean Democratic, it would be incorrect to say that this new age of voters does not
hold conservative views. On the contrary, the NES cited that young people as a whole
support the privatization of Social Security, and the issuing of school vouchers. They are
also no more supportive of abortion rights and other feminist issues than the generation
before them.
At the same time, the NES noted that 53 per cent of voters under 30 voted for
either Al Gore of Ralph Nader in 2000. Additionally, only 67% of the voters in Generation
Y are Caucasian. This translates into more liberal views on such issues as affirmative
action and immigration laws. Furthermore, almost 66% of young voters support a bigger
government that they believe should do more to help solve the problems of the individual.
The NES also recorded that 72% of voters under 24 believe there should be laws providing gay and lesbian couples with the same rights as heterosexual couples. This number
is drastically high compared with 37% of Baby Boomers, and only 20% of seniors who are

in agreement with such laws.
The combination of such radical liberalism and support for aspects of the conservative agenda makes Generation Y an electorate seemingly impossible for traditional
political parties to appeal to. Perhaps this is why, according to data collected by the
Democracy Corps in 2002, the members of this generation were almost as likely to define
themselves as Independent (29%) as they were Republican (33%) or Democrat (38%).
Widespread dissatisfaction with current political parties has caused a disassociation
between the younger generation and political involvement. And while everyone is upset
at this fact, neither major party has done anything to remedy the problem and appeal to
younger voters. Democrats generally focus on issues that concern senior citizens like
retirement and prescription drug coverage-both issues of little importance to the younger
generations. However, the party does support environmental protection, and is more liberal on social issues. Republicans, on the other hand, seem to have appealed to young
Americans in one respect: tax cuts. Nonetheless, the party's policies on gay rights and
the environment (one of the highest priorities to younger Americans) conflict with the values of Generation Y voters.
As discussed in the October 2003 issue of The American Prospect, such a
patchwork set of beliefs can steer America in one of two directions. The progressive
agenda could prevail, calling for the government to provide for its people, offering opportunity for self-improvement. This platform would call for individual accountability, protection of the world's natural resources, and an open-minded society poised for social
change and willing to embrace our nation's diversity. On the other hand, the conservative
agenda may prevail. Such an ideology calls for personal accountability in both sexual and
economic matters. It would emphasize a reduction in government involvement in individual affairs, which would result a reduction in taxes.
But will the up-and-coming generation of voters conform to existing political parties, or will their overall discontent result in a drastic reform of the system? In order to
capture Generation Y voters, the Democratic and Republican parties may have to change
their platforms, and with third parties gaining popularity, there is no telling which direction
our government is headed.

BardEMSAndVassarDidWhat?IBy:PhinnMarkosnI
On the last weekend in February, Bard EMS joined sixty-three other colleges and universities from across the country at the annual National Collegiate EMS Foundation
conference in Baltimore, MD. There were over five hundred students in attendance representing their university's EMS squads. The purpose of the conference was to facilitate
networking with other schools while attending lectures ranging from the administrative
side of EMS, to really cool stuff like ·tactical EMS," in which EMS agencies use cool
toys. The conference was an interesting mix of students from all across the country,
with some coming from places as far away as Oregon and Texas. And yes, Vassar was
there too.
The night of our arrival we made a banner as part of a meet and greet social
activity. Our banner was kind of lame compared to other schools', which wasn't exactly
surprising considering our lack of artistic talent. The first morning we participated in
group introductions where we had to get up on stage and introduce our school and
squad. We waited until the end and went up right after Vassar. We brought up our ban-

rn

ner and said "this is our squad motto [as we pointed to our banner], and our school
motto, if we have one, is 'Fuck Vassar.'"
We gave a brief description of our squad, got some applause, and then went to
sit back down. After the introductions Vassar came up to us and asked if we had really
said "Fuck Vassar?" I nodded while they stood silently pawing the floor with their feet. It
was a good icebreaker, and now I can say that we are friends with Vassar. We are
going to help them get their EMS squad accredited with New York State.
The conference was incredibly successful. We came away with lots of valuable
information that will be implemented over the next year and beyond, both within our
squad and within the Bard community. Bard EMS now has a network of resources all
over the state and the country. All of these resources will contribute to a more effective
EMS squad. We want to say thanks to the Bard community: without you we wouldn't
have been there, wouldn't have t1ad the chance to say "Fuck Vassar" on stage, and
then make friends afterwards with Vassar students.

BushU
nveils
"Muhammed
Horton"
Ad
IBy:NoahWestonl
Senator Jon Edwards may still vie, in the formal sense, for the Democratic nomination,
but President Bush's new campaign ads have certainly confirmed that Senator John Kerry
will snag the candidacy. Two advertisements that have run in eighteen states and been
featured on the Bush reelection site targets Kerry both implicitly and by name. An ad entitled, ·100 Days," claims that John Kerry will pay for new government spending by raising
taxes by $900 billion dollars. Next, the ad frames Kerry's stances on the Patriot Act and
the War on Iraq as opposition to a swift, effective defense of America. At the television
spot's end. the narrator announces, •John Kerry: Wrong on taxes, wrong on defense."
A second, less direct advertisement, narrated by the President himself, implies
that Kerry's stance on the War on Terrorism carries with it delusions of domestic security
in the face of the threat of terrorism. The President then optimistically asserts that "we can

stereotyping of Arabs as terrorists. He remarked to the Associated Press on March 11 that

"If they wanted to put Osama bin Laden up there that's fine, but using just a face stereotypes • Readers of The New Republic have even proposed that the spot be nicknamed
the Muhammed Horton ad, after the Willie Horton ads, in which George Bush Sr. highlighted the case of William Horton, a Massachusetts convict who raped a woman while on a
weekend furlough during the tenure of Michael Dukakis, Bush Sr.'s opponent for the '88
candidacy.
Furor over the newest Bush advertisement comes on the heels of outrage over
the President's first series of ads invoking the September 11 attacks, both in word and
image. As Reuters reports on March 4, several victims' family members, along with the

continue to work together to create jobs, reform education, and lower the cost of healthre." The premise of the ad, like the three other spots Bush has released for broadcast,
1sthis administration has come into a turbulent era, but has navigated it better than anyne else, Kerry or otherwise, could in the Oval Office.
Notwithstanding the President's initial volley, Senator Kerry has maintained a stiff
pper lip (perhaps due to Botox injections), and retorted with an even more aggressive
essage. His March 13 ad, merely two days after Bush's, dismisses the charge that Kerry
ill push for the soaring tax increase as alleged by the President. The critical tenor of the
d reflects the very nature of the Kerry campaign, concentrated on taking issue with the
President's record and the accuracy of his statements to the American public.
The controversy lies not only in the contested claims made in Bush's ad, howevr, but also in its use of imagery found offensive by very vociferous detractors of the Presdent's campaign. In ·100 Days," as the narrator and displayed caption refer to the "terrorst threat," an actor whom many feel resembles a person of Middle Eastern descent turns
oward the camera. One of these concerned viewers, James Zogby, President of the Arab
merican Institute, called for the President to withdraw the ad due to what he views as
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At left: Georgie
and Laura give
. the crowd a
't nice little heil.
President of the International Association of Firefighters, Harold Schaitberger, condemned
the ads as exploitative propaganda, for their use of the images of an American flag waving at the site of the wrecked World Trade Center and firefighters carrying a flag-covered
stretcher through the rubble amid sirens.
From the outset, Bush has had a tough time of crafting ads that prominent voices did not pan, or even prevent from airing, as in the case of NBC when the President
made an ad composed of segments of his recent M,eetthe Press interview. NBC demanded that Bush keep the advertisemenf off the air, because it does not sanction that kind of
use of its footage. Judging by these obstacles, the President may face the most grueling
challenge to his ambitions yet.

ogg, Social Protest and Full Body Tackli g
On Friday, March 5th, executives at Taco Bell corporate headquarters in Irvine, California,
were treated to an increasingly familiar sight outside their office windows. In the street
below, two hundred farmworkers and a nearly a thousand of their allies- including student,
labor, community, and religious groups- were gathered to remind the company that it has
yet to meet the demands of the exploited migrant workers who pick the tomatoes it uses
in its tacos. These demands include a strict code of conduct for the company's suppliers
and a promise to bring about negotiations between the suppliers and the pickers, who are
excluded from the legal right to collective bargaining because of their status as agricultural workers.
On that same day, the audience of MTV's weekly Total Request Live (TRL) program were privileged to witness a similar spectacle. Giving guest host Snoop Dogg a
break from plugging his latest film, a young man stood up in the middle of the interview
and rushed to join Mr. Dogg in front of the camera, brandishing a sign reading "Boycott
Taco Bell" and shouting the truth about Taco Bell's tomatoes to the show's hundreds of
thousands of viewers. Following a gentle tackling by a large security officer, the protester
was promptly removed from the vicinity.
Snoop Dogg and his interviewer widened their eyes for moment, but the show
moved on smoothly. A minute later, though, this event repeated itself, only with a faster
and slightly more violent response from the show's security force. A third audience member, apparently made conspicuous by her several visible facial piercings, was also asked
to leave. As the young gatecrashers collected themselves and prepared to leave the
building, one of the show's executives approached them. "What were you thinking?" she
asked in exasperation. When one of them explained that he valued ending modern-day
slavery over the integrity of a TRL episode, she replied, "Well, I don't."
Back in the studio, there was an uneasy air. The rest of the audience, feeling
understandably disoriented, turned and gazed down at the streets of Times Square, one
story below the studio's huge window. The signs they may or may not have noticed when
they first took their seats- signs wielded by about a dozen protesters across the street,
bearing slogans like "Support Tomato Pickers, Boycott Taco Bell" and "Make Fast Food
Fair"- suddenly seemed more relevant to their own lives.
Or so those dozen protesters hoped.
Whether or not the TRL viewers in the studio or those watching at home really
heard this particular call for social justice, even Taco Bell's most silver-tongued public relations executives would be hard-pressed to deny the importance of reaching MTV's target
audience. These are the same bubbly teenagers and munchies-crazed college students
Taco Bell has in mind when designing its $240 million advertising campaigns, and if every
one of them dropped their chalupas they could bring about ·positive change in Florida's
tomato fields in a matter of weeks or even days. Of course, most of them have no desire
to do this, but they are also unaware of what is at stake. This is, ideally, where guerrilla
theater makes a difference.

Not all of the boycott solidarity actions in New York that day were so dramatic, or
aimed so directly at the Carson Daly crowd. A few hours before the TRL commotion, more
than twenty Bard College and Fordham University students materialized in front of the
Taco Bell restaurant on 38th St. and 6th Ave., waving signs, chanting slogans, and handing out flyers to passersby. Some people ducked their heads and hurried past; others
stayed to learn more about the chain's human rights abuses and offer their support. Even
some of the eight police officers present to monitor the rally joined in the festive mood,
bobbing their heads and mouthing along with the chants: "Hey hey, ho ho/ Taco Bell has
got to go: "A Taco Bell meal / Means exploitation in the fields," and so on.
After the rally at Taco Bell, about half of the Bard group left to make the long drive
home (through Manhattan's rush hour traffic and in a dense fog, no less). The rest of the
group walked down to Times Square to stand across the street from MTV's studio and try
a more personal, one-on-one form of activism. Instead of staying en masse and chanting loudly, the protesters spread out along the block and, with signs and flyers in hand,
started conversations with strangers shocked to learn about Taco Bell's tacit support of
sweatshops and modern-day slavery. Despite the aforementioned chaos unfolding in the
nearby studio, the tone of the protest on the street stayed low-key for the two hours that
it lasted. (For the sake of morale, though, it did end in a final series of impassioned
chants.)
As a dedicated opponent of Taco Bell's corruption and the organizer of the rally
on the Bard end of things, I would like to offer a final thought on the actions of March 5th.
I went to sleep that night with a deep feeling of satisfaction, knowing that we had done the
best we could that day to bring the fast food giant one step closer to enforcing justice in
its supply chain. I see our success evident in four distinct ways: One, the high-energy
rally in front of the restaurant not only educated a lot of potential customers, but also
forced the manager to call up his superiors at company and pass on our message. Two,
we strengthened a link with like-minded students at Fordham; despite some unfortunate
no-shows from a couple of other schools, there was a truly cooperative character to the
protest. Three, the diversity of the population we reached as it passed through Times
Square at 5 p.m. was truly astounding; to name high school students, businessmen, and
Jehovah's Witnesses (in full garb) among the crowd only scratches the surface. And four,
many of those students who participated in the rally discovered a passion for preaching
social justice that they had not previously known. For me, this last one feels like the best
form of success.
For more information on the Taco Bell boycott, visit its excellent homepage at www.ciwonline.org. To get involved in farmworker activism on a local level, come to a meeting of
the Bard Migrant Labor Project and hear about the sadly similar exploitation taking place
only miles from Bard. MLP meets every Sunday at 8 p.m., in the SAC room (the basement of the Old Gym).

Fred Pbews Plans A Vacation to New Paltz
Bard Students

in Creative Counterattack

jBy:David E~d

I

In response to the recent gay marriages performed in New Paltz by Mayor Jason West, the ultra-conservative hate group, the Westboro Baptist Church from Topeka Kansas, is planning a protest in our beloved Hudson valley. The group has become notorious as a result of their website, www.godhatesfags.com, and taking actions such as trying to construct a
memorial for the day that Matthew Shepard entered hell. The group has performed over 22,000 pickets across America at sites where homosexual rights are occurring. The protests
comprise of signs such as "God Hates Fags," "Thank God for Aids," and "Fags Die God Laughs." The group tries to provoke violent reactions from counter protesters by hosting public demonstrations and in turn use the actions to support their view of sodomites as violent sinners. Some actions taken by activists in response to Phelps in the past have included
laughing into megaphones to drown them out, and blocking the protesters with sheets. There is also some question as to whether or not it is better to completely ignore the group
on their arrival. The protest is scheduled for April 4th and 5th in New Paltz supported by Baptist churches in the area. Due to the extremist and r~act1onary nature of the group, Bard
students are contemplating ways to oppose this action with creative resistance rather than in violent and emotionally charged counter protest. This extremist group thnves off of reaction and outrage, and New Paltz should be ready for their upcoming appearance. Anyone interested in discussing creative resistance can contact the Bard Gender and Sexuality

ates anyone,
bably him.
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s

t right: A nicer Fred.
But this isn't merely a
space-filler; Phelps
actually protested outside of Mr. Roger's
funeral. Seriously

And Now,A Messag_e'Ero~~Ered
Phelps
[EXCERPTEDWITHOUT PERMISSIONFROM ~!:fE WEBSITE "WWW.GOOHATESF~GS.COM"]
Good evening gentle friend.
.••.
Welcome to the __
Westboro Baptist Church home{lag~~}l}ts page
gay."
•-

·•-·- ·

fY

·•·· :/, _.- ••··•
•>••·
to
thE;Gospel truth about ttif,~ul-damning,
.

ls 9edtcated

"GOD HATES FAGS" •• though elliptical - is a pr;~ouhd th~~logical ;tateme~t.
expounded, show:

P,f~.r,g:ijng_

•-•---nationcdestro~tng 1;ot,ionthat "It is OK to be

;h;~~/th~
~~·~d needs to hear more t~.~ ft needs oxygen, water and b,read..Th~three wordS', fully
·

··

the absofute sovereignty of ~GOD" in all matters whatsoever (e.g., Jeremiah 32~17~Isaiah 45:7, Amos 3:6, Proverbs 16:4, Matthew '19:26, Ro~ans 9:11-24, Romans
11:33-36, etc.),
·
·· .
·
-·
··
3 p l
2.
the doctrine of reprobation or God's "HATE" involving eternal retribution or the everlasting punishment of most of mankind ln Hell forever {e.g., Levtticus 20 :13 ,2 , sa m
5:5, Psalm 11:5, Malachi 1:1•3, Romans 9:11-13, M~hew 7:13,23, John 12:39-40, 1 Peter 2:8, Jude 4, Re,velation 13:8, 20;1_5,21 :27, etc,}, and,
_
• •
.
.
.

;.

3.
the certainty that all Impenitent sodomites (under the elegant metaphor of;'FAGSttas the contract1~,nof faggots, fueling the fires of Gods wrat~) w,11
inevitably go to ~ell
(e.g., Romans 1;"18-32.1 Corinthians 6:9-11, 1Timothy 1:8-11, Jude 7, etc.}. (If you o/e concerned with our use of~he word "fag", please click here toJind out why we use this
word.)
.. ·•···.,. ··
·
.. ·
i:::\.. :::;....

,:=,

~~d

The only lawful sexual co;nection is the marriag~,:d. Allother sex activity is ~~~~~ongery
adultery, whic~·~illda~ry _the_
soul foreve; in Hell. H;b. 13:4. Decadent, depraved,
degenerate and debauched America, having bought the lie that It's OK to be gay, has thereby changed the truth_of God_into a he, and now worships and serves the creatu~e more
than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Ament :Rom. 1:25. But the Word of God abides. Better to be a eunuch if t~ will of God be so, and make sure of Heaven .. Mat 19.12. Better to be blind or lame, than to be cast into Hell, in!_othe fire that never shall be quenched. Mk. 9;43-48. Abstain, you fools.
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BadTrip

!By:Chelsea
DoyleI

There is nothing quite like going to a movie on a boring, sleepy Saturday, deciding
upon one that has the obvious potential to be absolutely terrible, and instead leaving
shocked and disturbed. It was actually funny. What the hell? Some of us like bad
movies, thank you very much! I felt the same way after going into Zoolander, and
coming out feeling betrayed and bewildered that the film that had the potential to be
·worst movie of all time," instead became one of my favorites. This is just wrong and
false advertising. We expect bad movies to be bad, and good movies to be good.
When you are more interested in Eurotrip than Cold Mountain, something in Hollywood is getting pretty messed up.
Needless to say, Eurotrip was actually fairly amusing. It has a moronic plot.
A newly graduated boy named Scott is dumped by his girlfriend for a musician
(played by Matt Damon, and who would not drop Scott Mechlowicz for Mr. Damon?)
and finds out that his German online penpal is actually drop dead gorgeous. Therefore, Scott and his buddy Cooper head off to Europe to find this dream girl, meeting
up with a set of twins Jamie and Jenny. Basically, the rest of the movie is just them
doing absolutely ridiculous things and getting in ridiculous situations in Europe,
which is full of slap stick humor and some good old perverse fun here and there. I
think the main intention was to say "ha ha, stupid Americans, look at them in Europe,
let's just screw with their heads" and it is rather gratifying to be able to point and
laugh at the vapid Scott and his pals.

Another thing to point out: If you are a Buffy the Vampire Slayer Fan, get
ready to get either highly amused or highly disturbed. Michelle Trachtenberg, Miss
Harriet the Spy herself, plays the character Jenny and finds herself in situations and
clothing quite unfitting of the Buffy character she used to play, Dawn. The kid sister
has most seriously grown up, and nostalgic fans of the Adventures of Pete and Pete
ill say "Good lord, when did Nona become a slut?! Say it ain't so!" Really, though,
she did a rather good job, and the actors are not the weak point of the movie.
Truthfully, it is just a weak movie in general. Weak plot, weak characters,
etc., but overall a rather fun ride. It may be worth a matinee price to just go when
there is nothing to do and our screwed up weather is rearing its ugly head again. A
definite video rental, at the very least.

Hot ,Jocks Are ,Just Better
The first thing I thought while watching Disney's new
movie, Miracle was. "Damn, these hockey players are
totally hot!" All of them were stunning creatures, with
shaggy hair befitting of the end of the ?O's, rippling
bodies and perfect white teeth. I used to play hockey
when I was little and I don't remember any members
on my team in Connecticut being of the hot persuasion. Our winning state team had some hotties, but
not a full team of gorgeous men! Give me twenty
minutes in that locker room, please!
But the movie is more than hot' guys in
skates and Kurt Russell as a coach with a great Minnesota accent and tunny checkered pants that looked
like they should have belonged to his super hot wife
(Kurt Russell and Patricia Clarkson? I don't think
so!). Miracle 1sthe story of the 1980 USA Olympic
team that came out of nowhere to beat the Soviet
Union in the semi finals and win the gold. Think of it
as a true life Mighty Ducks, sans Emilio Estevez and
that Dawson's kid, you know, the one that slept with
the teacher.

jByEmilySauter/

If you want to be that cynical Bardian, you'll
probably see the pro-American sentiments. When
the super hot main character shouts out of breath
that he is on "Team USA," you'll roll your eyes a little. But if you look past the blatant pro-America qualities, you get a good sports story that meant so much
to us back in the day when the country actually
thought about Russia (Soviet who?).
Women, -see it for the hot men (Bard guys
don't look this tempting, and sadly, never will) and
guys who are into sports (the fifteen of you at bard),
the sports story is an incredible one and although
Kurt Russell's character defiantly should have been
swearing a lot more, it's still one of those movies that
will be good to rent. Might I suggest a hockey night?
Miracle, 02 (better than the first Mighty Ducks), and
The Cutting Edge ... shit, you know that one where
DB Sweeney is that hockey player that loses his
sight and becomes the pairs partner to that bitchy
rich girt? Man, I loved that movie.

Twista: Only his Records Are Hot
After years in the game, both in front and behind the mixing board, Twista has
finally hit the jackpot. His latest record, Kamikaze, sold 312,000 copies in its first week,
and is currently at number one on the Billboard 200. Two things come to mind when the
name Twista comes up. For one thing, he is commonly known as the least attractive rapper out there. Jay-Z, Obie Trice and even producer Kayne West all agree that Twista is
one "ugly motherfucker." Luckily Twista's mile-a-minute lyrics are hypnotic enough to
overshadow his unfortunate genetic makeup. Twista is officially the fastest rapper in the
world. The Guinness Book of World Records gave him the title over a decade ago. This
hi town native spews out lines like "sick as Sir Marcus Aurelius" faster than one rotation
f his 24-inch spinners (of which he talks about plenty).
Kamikaze showcases the perfection of the rapid-fire delivery that Twista introuced, aided by the production of long time collaborator Toxic and the introduction of fellow chart topper Kayne West. West drops in on a few tracks, notably on the album's sinle, Slow Jamz (also featuring Jamie Foxx) with one of the best Wacko Jacko jabs of the
ear, "She got a light skinned friend look like Michael Jackson/Got a dark skinned friend
look like Michael Jackson." Kanye's influence isn't revolutionary, it tends follows a pretty
lassie formula that gives the album a solid foundation for Twista's flows. "Drinks" is the
·am of the album, a true alcoholic's anthem during which Twista buzzes through the entire
ontents behind the bar in a matter of seconds. "Get Me" is Twista's "explosive angry"
song, his initiation into the world of chart toppers. Twista's less effective songs are the grit-
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!By:AlexEaton!

tiest of the bunch; "One Last Time" and "Kill Us All" are a bit driving, the two tracks you're
likely to change before the songs over. Luckily, Twista makes up for the depression that
ensues by adding a few more uplifting songs like "Hope" (with Cee Lo) and "Sunshine."
Twista scores massive points with the ladies with the help of R.Kelly on "So Sexy," no
doubt attracting a whole new legion of dedicated jailbait fans.
Twista is already a head above the
rest of the rappers out there if only because of
the sheer velocity of his lyrics. Ludacris's
cadence is similar to Twista's, so the two work
well smoking blunts together on the staple .,.
smoking song, "Higher." It doesn't really matter;,.:
that what Twista says most of the time isn't par-·'?.·
ticularly enlightening, because most of the time
he's going so fast you cant even understand
him. Which is all right by me, because the . \.,_ , i /
power of his vocal dexterity already catapults .__
:'_l_Mt:JK'
• ___
· _._.,_..,_:r_:i
him into a realm far above all the other ballers. $?'· ··
1
~~a~~'.i~~:~nl~ve~su~ot~p~~ti;:i~fo~st:e
;.;-.
being at least) to eat his Twista dust.
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A Favorable Response to "The Passion of the Christ"

For a response to a film that rests on the laurels of claiming to be historically accurate, it is natural to turn to one who is well versed in that history. Professor Bruce Chilton humorously alludes to being "cornered into" seeing this film in the first sentence of his review of "The Passion of the Christ" for the periodical Biblical Interpretations. From there, he appears
to have had much trouble suppressing laughter over such odd set pieces as Jesus' prophecy of the kitchen table, and Satan clutching his hairless baby. Other problems that Chilton
encountered were with what the film was trying to be: symbolic and historical. Symbolism in this film, understandably, is quite a stretch given the Hollywood credentials apparent in
the famous screenwriter/director, the hype campaign that preempted the film, and the hundreds of millions of dollars in business that this film will rake in from around the world. Historically, Chilton sees much more influence of the tradition of performance art and melodrama in passion plays than a strict reading of the gospels. He writes, • ... as in the case of
any passion play, the artistry consists in what is invented, not in fidelity to the Gospels, and history is beside the point."
After being informed by Chilton's various historical corrections, I felt that the reasons that I could never fully trust this film, even while watching it, finally coalesced in my
thoughts. However, I was very emotional throughout this film, especially during the most violent parts. In that regard, I appreciated what I felt Mel Gibson was trying to do: to create
a film inspired by his own personal Christian experience, but that was unfortunately expressed in a manner that is pretentiously and falsely historical.
Some of my experiences during the film were very profound, very beautiful, but I have be.en very troubled as well by the number of people who, both in nationally syndicated reviews and in personal conversations, expressed feeling alienated·rather than invited by Gibson's version of Jesus Christ. This is unfortunate to me, because, as a Christian,
learning how to communicate with, and respond to Jesus Christ is the only reason I have for living (While I'm at it, let me go where most Christians don't and admit that its really hard
for me, and I suck at it}. This is my story, and it walked into the theatre with me. It was there when Satan tempted Jesus in the garden, but I saw symbols. I saw Vanity and Pride
scoffing at and cheapening Forgiveness. My story was there when the centurions were thrashing Jesus in the courtyard, with Mary drifting in silent horror. I was sobbing then because
I saw Love in its physical incarnation allowing itself to be reduced to a bloody lifeless state in part so that we, humanity, could know how strong and transcendent that love really is.
I didn't hate Caiaphas, I identified with him. I saw in him the very human quality of hating another for the threat the other posed to his cherished identity and power. I mostly saw in
him the part he played in God's greatest gift to humanity.
If you are wondering at this point when I'm going to get back to reviewing the film, I still am. My personal experience and identity is inseparably tied to any response I might
have to "The Passion of the Christ", and I sense that in others who have seen the film. All responses are valid. Aside from the scenes that I mentioned, the film largely bemused me.
I am very aware that if I weren't Christian and superimposing what I already knew about Christ onto the film's gaps in character development, I would resent this film as many already
do. The aftermath of the film causes me to both rejoice and to shudder. I am glad that people can have religious experiences through this film, because it is a great feeling to respond
to art not just from the mind, but also from the soul. However, I am worried that Christians will confuse the viewing of this film with an act of worship, and cling so desperately to any
good sensations experienced in the moment that they will forget that it is a $30 million Hollywood film. I also get an unsettling feeling because "The Passion" has culturally become
Gibson's brilliant career move rather than his personal declaration of Christian faith-based living through his cinematic profession. This was a risky and bold move for Gibson, and
not, I presume, for taking potshots at Jews, but because people would interpret his art as doing such a thing. I didn't like the opportunistic approach to relieving Pilate of his burdens
in the crucifixion, while nothing of the sort is provided to the vicious Jews depicted in the film. Chilton finds an important related moment to be Jesus' burial scene in which "crucial
sympathy by one of Jesus' contemporaries in Judaism" in the character of Joseph of Arimathea is neglected.
Still, it is rather clear that the film was not made to express
hatred. Chilton identifies Gibson's intention, and declares mixed feelings
on Gibson's faithfulness to a genre of art known for its inventiveness
regarding the Gospels. If there is one phrase that expresses the tone of
Chilton's review, it is this one: "This film has nothing to do with historical
debates or with assigning blame for Jesus' death; it is a p_assionplay, both
successful and abysmal in representing that genre". The interesting ques-.
tion that is yet to be answered then, is for whom or what did Mel Gibson'
make this movie? He certainly did not make it for historical accuracy, but
only to give that impression to the general public. It may speak most
Christians, but the film does not exist for them. Gibson believes that
orthodox Catholics will be saved, and yet all denominations of
ty are embracing this very fundamentally Christian film. He does not
to have made the film for those unfamiliar with the life of Jesus, but if
did, he failed. Although does one have to see the Jesus of love on that
screen to know that the Jesus of love is there? For those unconvinced of
Christianity's merits, or unsure about the fundamental teachings of Christ,
Mel Gibson's version of Jesus Christ only seems to recall his teachings in!@.
memories that take him away from the pain of crucifixion. To one whoJ\
understands Christ, the essence of Jesus' character could very well be/iiJ!'
apparent in his absence of negative emotion; likewise, his fullness offl
endurance and willingness that allow him to not hold his brutal tormentors&
personally accountable for the way they treated him.
Ultimately, it seems as though Mel Gibson made this film for himself, and perhaps even more for God, because the film is a declaration of faith more than homage. The film
is obsessed with violence and wounds, a quality consistent with many other Gibson films. For that reason, the violence in "The Passion" seems to be Gibson's most personal way
to treat the ctucifixion. He generally defends the violence and the use of Aramaic and Latin in the press by stating his intentions as expressing the authentic crucifixion of Christ. By
instead emphasizing his ambitions as an artist of emotion and sensation rather than as an historian, he would best serve a different authenticity: that of his own faith.

IBy: Henry Casey

j

Near the beginning of this past semester, I took a vow of silence for the weekend. No reason or cause was responsible; I just did it for me. When I walked into Kline on the Sunday morning, a friend of mine, aware of my vow said to me, "Hey Henry, Def Jux sucks!" In many forms, including this publication, I've made my devotion to the 1nd1erap label
Definitive Jux well known. I've been to two of their concerts in the past two years, and they are already on my list of best shows I've ever seen in my life. I gave Aesop Rock's
album Bazooka Tooth an incredibly over-enthusiastic review. So it's no surprise that I had highly awaited the label's compilation CD Defintive Jux Presents 3. The word was that
this album had the best of Def Jux's more recent signees, and also stuff from their more established MC's.
There's a track on the album from The Perceptionists, who are the super hero team that materialize
whenever Mr. Lit, Akrobatik and DJ Fakts One are in the same room at once. Their track, "Medical Aid," has a''
whole metaphor going on where they're the doctors of hip-hop, repairing the wounds that shiny suit rappers
opened up. When Akrobatik is spitting lines like, ·1 rock a swift incision with precision and make the decision to.,_.
inflict the pain you thought you'd never envision," you want to see him in a cipher with 50 Cent, the lyrics caus- .
ing "fitty" so much pain, that he has to limp back to the emergency room he crawled out of.
The new artists that I was most excited about make up the group Hangar 18. Comprised of a fat white,,, ..
guy named Alaska, a tall black guy named Windnbreez and DJ PaWI, Hangar 18 is going to shut down the enter- ..
tainment industry according to their bio on the Def Jux website. I had seen them open up concerts twice now,
and hoped their hilarious live energy translated well (their spoof of a clothing line was tube socks with sharpied
on catch phrases that they threw out to the audience). Up until now, I didn't have anything more than one and
..,
a half minute snippets of the guys, and was very curious to see what they could do with a whole three minutes,,...;,;;;.;..,,__ .... ______
they are amazingly fast vocalists on stage and making for a very intimidating performance, if you don't knowjlt's
what's going on. On "Take No Chances," the song on the record that EI-P did not remix, they re supported by a------------.
.
bluesy female background singer, who sets a sad mood. Even with the downbeat beats, their break neck speed I brought up holds up on the record making for a song tha! I ~1dn't have the time to write out the lyrics to. No matter though, the emotion and theme of desperation came though in their cadence and the words were dropped with a sat1sfy1ng

The

coherence.
When it comes to Aesop Rock on this album, my favorite Jukie, I'm quite divided. The first song on the album, "All in All" is his, obviously because he's the one that's getting the most sales and spins right now, but the song is continuing a slippery slope that Aesop started to fall down on during Bazooka Tooth. Aesop is straying from any ~ense o
being a coherent storyteller and just being a thesaurus rapper, finding the most obscure word combinations and juggling the rhymes, like repeated uppercuts from Ken_1n Stree
Fighter 2. Unlike the Hangar track, here nothing is accomplished, leaving the listener wondering what were the mood and/or topic of the ~ong .. But, DJ. Pawl puts up an 1ncred!bl
remix of Aesop's "No Jumper Cables," which starts off with lyrics from the hard to find, and hard rocking "Train Buffer." I say that it's an 1ncred1bleremix because the original 1s
damn great job, and quality is gained and not lost with Pawl's take on it.
.
.
. . .
.
Other notable appearances are both of El-P's tracks, especially ·oxycontin Part 2," which has Cage contributing, an MC who Is rumored to be 101rnngup with Def. Jux a
a member at the Irving Plaza show on the twenty-first of March. Rob Sonic and Carnage, both very recent additions to the label co_ntribute standup efforts, while Despot_and 4t~
Pyramid's songs greatly disappoint. The largest absence though, as a friend just pointed out to me, is that Vast Aire of Cannibal Ox doesn't have a track on the record, which can_
be about time as the CD is only an hour long. In the end, about half of the album is good, which depending on how much of a fan of Def Jux you are might be enough, and if 1
isn't there's also a bonus DVD with the videos of El-P's "Stepfather Factory," (the hottest animated video since Paranoid Android) and Aesop Rock's "No Jumper Cables (Style War
Re~ix)." And if you're just interested, find someway to cop the tracks off of peer-to-peer programs. Remember, if an enthusiastic like myself isn't completely satisfied, something
might be wrong.
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Slap-boxingWith VictorI aValle
!By:Tom Mattos!

This Man Is Not As Crazy As You'd Think

The Observer was lucky enough to snag an interview with that there is such a thing as a "black" book, and if so to
Victor D. LaValle, author of the short story collection "Slap- what extent does race play a part in your work? If you do
boxing With Jesus.' LaValle recently dropped his first allow The Ecstatic to be compared to earlier African Amernovel, The Ecstatic. which is a hip, contemporary morality ican novels, what themes does it perpetuate, and where
tale about a 315-pound black pseudo-schizophrenic
does the novel break from these traditions?
named Anthony James. Mr. LaValle was invited here to VictorLavalle:There's a pretty long tradition in American
read by Mat Johnson's African American Satire class. letters of comparing new writers to great writers that they
Although the Mellon Grant that was supposed to pay Vic- look like, rather than the ones they write like. In this same
tor was rejected by the committee, he was gracious vein, it isn't possible that every new young white woman is
enough to make the trip up from the city to give a reading writing like Melissa Bank or that every brainy white guy is
anyway. On behalf of all of the students present at the a son of Thomas Pynchon. And yet the old lines persist.
reading last Tuesday, the Observer would like to thank Vic- For Black male writers you get the big three Ellison, Wright
tor for both his interesting reading, and his willingness to and Baldwin, often times you get all three about the same
answer student questions.
book!
Victor is also a winner of the PEN Open Book
I wouldn't mind the comparisons myself if they were
Award. He was also awarded the key to Southeastern more nuanced. You get the sense most reviewers have
Queens. Right now he is living in California, where he is never read Ishmael Reed or Jean Toomer or a hundred
the Distinguished Visiting Writer at Mills College.
Observer:For the interest of aspiring authors, and by way
of an introduction, could you tell us a little bit about what
made you turn to writing? What was it that made you pick
up your pen (or open up microsoft word) and draft "Slapboxing With Jesus· and then The Ecstatic?
Victor D. Lavalle: I wrote horror stories when I was a kid,
about twelve or thirteen years old, copying old masters like
Edgar Allen Poe, H.P. Lovecraft and T.E.D. Klein. but after
doing that for a year or two I stopped all together, until I got
to college. In college I wrote exactly two stories, both of
which were lousy rip-offs of an old Tupac movie, 'Juice.' I
felt I wanted to write, but didn't know what to write about. I
needed more time, but was about to graduate from college
so a friend, who was in Cornell's MFA program, suggested
I get my MFA. He promised that I'd have time to write and
I wouldn't have to start teaching full time, both appealed to
me.
So I didn't start writing seriously until the summer
before graduate school when I realized I'd have to come
up with some work since everyone else had probably been
writing in earnest throughout college. So as a kid it was
love, as an adult it was competitiveness. Both are fairly
good reasons.
Observer:What does it feel like to see your first novel in
print, on the shelves, and reviewed by critics? Is there a .
feeling of "validation" when your book goes in to print, after
laboring over your writing when no one seemed to be reading 1t?
VictorLavalle:Not to play on words here, but it feels like
ecstasy. Truly, writing and publishing (and doing readings) other black writers, so they're sticking to the ones they
has made me feel better than anything else I've ever expe- were force fed in that one college class they took. Because
rienced. I don't have a child yet, so I guess that'll finally of this I tend to resist-the idea of being a "black writer.' I am
take the top spot, but believe me when I say that even one, but I don't believe the culture has the proper language
falling in love comes a distant second.
to discuss this in a meaningful way. I strive to be a black
The strange part, of course, is that you wake up the writer in the same way that James Joyce was an Irish
day after seeing your book reviewed or in a bookstore and writer. Meaning that Ireland was the home into which he
then you're the same insecure asshole you were before invited the world in order for the world to better understand
any of this happened and you've got to dive back into your itself.
own little well and try to do it all over again. This is strange, Observer:To what extent does your personal experience
but it's also good. The privacy of the art means that no factor in to your writing? How do you use your "true" stoamount of success ever makes the writing process easier. ries, and how do you mix them with works of your imaginaObserver:Critics seem to compare you to many different tion? Specifically, what is your relationship to Anthony, the
artists. The eclectic list of reactions to The Ecstatic drop main character and narrator of The Ecstatic? Where do
names like Raymond Carver, Franz Kafka, Chester Himes, you end, and where does he begin?
Charles Wright, the Notorious B.I.G. and William Faulkner VictorLaValle:I'm unabashedly in favor of using my perwhen puzzling over your work. What authors would you sonal experience and personality in every piece of writing
that I do. In the answers to these questions, too. Th!;lre
admit as major influences on your work?
VictorLaValle:The horror writers that I listed earlier had tend to be writers who put down the idea of using the pera massive effect on my work, even as I swerved toward the sonal and who only respect those who ·make things up.'
more "literary" stuff, largely because each of them kept to But this is a very limited idea of what "personal" means.
his idiosyncratic voice and wrote these bizarre stories, The question, really, in everything you write is: through
probably without ever believing they'd be read or even whom are we getting this story? Through you, the author,
understood. I try to keep to the same ideal.
of course. Therefore your every bias and belief already disMore recently though my heroes have been writ- torts the picture we'll recieve, so why spend time pretenders like Kenzaburo Oe (APersonal Matter is his greatest ing to be objective? Instead I try to embrace the wealth of
prejudices and blind spots I bring to each story because
book}, Shirley Jackson (The Haunting of Hill House), VS.
Naipual (A House for Mr. Biswas), F. Scott Fitzgerald (for- they are, to some degree, the story. In the case of Anthoget the novels, read his collected stories) and Ben Okri ny in The Ecstatic.
I'm him entirely, but not him alone. I'm
the sister, grandmother and mom as well. If I do my job
(Stars of the Curfew).
Observer:It seems that every black author is always correctly I'm every single living thing (and sometimes the
compared to the canon of African American fiction, espe- inanimate ones too) that comes across the page. In that
cially when the work is satirical in nature. Do you think sense, it's not so much that Anthony is me, but the novel is

me. Taken in its entirety, the Ecstatic is a portrait of my
mind from 2000-2003.
Observer:In The Ecstatic the narrator Anthony James
makes serveral comments on Queens, New Jersey, and
the Hamptons. Where did you grow up, and how does
your relationship with places you live affect your writing?
Feel free to tell us exactly what you think of Long Island.
VictorLaValle:I grew up all over Queens. Flushing, Jackson Heights, Rosedale and a few other places in between.
I went to high school out in Long Island after it became
clear that the high school near me was sub-par and bulletridden. That's slightly melodramatic, but not by much. I
love Queens and was happy to grow up there because it
is, in many ways, the least interesting borough you can
think of. Lots of working and middle-class families, many of
them immigrants who just want to work hard and achieve,
hardly the stuff of exciting literature. But in fact, Queens is
insane. And since it's not as loud as Brooklyn, tough as the
Bronx or mystifying like Staten Island, we get left alone to
wallow in our insanity. So really, if you ever drive through
the place it looks sort of dull, but stick around a while and
you get to see how we really are. This has influenced me
greatly, the idea of people being two things at once, both
hardworking and hardly trustworthy. It's been great.
Also, I think Long Island gets a bad name because it's
one long suburb and people from there tend to say it's boring, but really how can a place be boring? It has no intrinsic personality. Perhaps the people are boring, but they
don't want to take the blame. That said, Suffolk County is
the most frightening patch of toothless nuts I've ever come
across on the East Coast.
Observer:Do you listen to music when you write? If so,
what were you listening to when you were working on ~
~?
Some authors use music to capture a specific
feeling or emotion to keep themselves concentrated on
certain themes.
VictorLaValle:I tend to listen to music before I write, but
not during, because I like music that's got lyrics and if I play
that stuff while writing it inevitably makes its way onto the
page. For The Ecstatic I knew I was writing something
truly over the top so the album that meant the most to me
at the time was "Origin of Symmetry" by a British group
called Muse. It's very loud, operatic hard rock, sort of like
Queen was at their best. The stuff was just hugely ambitious and weird and that's the energy I wanted for the book.
I'm actually looking for some stuff now and was recently
introduced to a guy named Tony Williams who was a jazz
drummer with Miles Davis. He started a group called Lifetime that sounds brand new even today, I think they might
help with the new stuff.
Observer:Give it to us straight: What was it like living
with Mat Johnson?
Victor Lavalle: The funny thing you might not guess
about Mat Johnson is that he hates people as much as any
writer should. When he and I shared a place in Washington Heights back in 1998 he would entertain me for hours
by yelling vulgarities at the young men and women who
stayed out late in fror.t of our apartment building, playing
music loudly. They never knew who it was, of course,
because he didn't stick his head out the window, the man
wasn't suicidal after all.
Observer:Final question: You mentioned at your reading that you were working on a few short stories and that
you have hopes of becoming a horror writer as your career
·develops. In the future, can we expect more short stories,
or novels? Which do you like more, novels, or short stories?
Victor LaValle: I'm working on another collection of stories now, hopefully, as I said, all in some way involving
monsters/supernatural things. I honestly can't say which I
like more. I'm prouder of the Ecstatic because it was so
much more work. The lesson I took from writing a novel
though was that a story could be just as complex, and
should be, so I feel like I'm trying a brand new version of
the short story for me. They're just two different ways of
thinking and it's really hard to compare them. I like writing
well and I'll take that in any form I can get it.

Skeet. Skeet Skeet IBy:NoahWestonl
'

"What did the five fingers say to the face?"
Slap! Cold-blooded! Bang! Bang! I'm Rick James, bitch!"
I learn the answer to this and other questions, at the finish of every Wednesday,
hat temporal camel hump wedged squarely in the middle of the week. Having endured
ne of the two agonizing days on which I have class, I begin to unwind as soon as I hear
he raspy crooning of "Chappelle's Show ... Chappelle's Show .. .' A OJ sets into Dead
Prez's "Hip Hop," and summons a wiry, high-pitched bolt of comedic lightning to the stage,
and all that I endured over the course of that laborious Tuesday melts away.
Dave Chappelle's Chappelle's Show is a cultural opus the likes of which man has
not beheld since the Parisian Exposition International des Arts et Techniques dans la Vie
Moderne in 1937. Chappelle dives into even the thorniest modes of parody undaunted,
making for an abdominal-rupturing tableau of celebrity mockery, the exploration of stereopes, and merciless backhands to the obtuse face of major entertainment outlets. He can
eftly transform from Tiger Woods to a classically Caucasian news broadcaster within the
ame sketch, but it's his own personality seeping out of every character that makes his
mpersonations a hoot and a holler.
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Beyond just providing ample
laughter, Chappelle's Show has even
done something remarkable for language: it has renewed "bitch.' The term
has become an object of scorn due to its
derisive use against women, squandering its rhetorical power. "Bitch," in spite
of its etymology and past use, still
makes any observation, question, or
demand more potent, and in recognition
of that, Dave Chappelle uses it as fre-quently as he does conjunctions on his
show.
Chappelle's Show. Wednesday, 10:30 p.m. Warm yourself with its@b.
glow.
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A Tale of Two Brewers

jBy:Ethan Hochgesang

I

Saranac Brewing Company
The Matt Brewing Company is hailed as the oldest brewery in New York. It was founded
back in 1853 by a German immigrant named F. X. Matt. The brewing company is still owned and
run by the Matt family. The brewery is located in Utica, New York. The brewing company has six
different types of beer for sale all around the U.S. of A as well as about six other types available at
the brewery and the 12 Beers that they release every winter. One of the companies they own is
Saranac Brewery, in general is not a bad brewing company with beers of many different styles. For /
the price, about fix to six buck a sixer, it is one of the best deals in New York.
Saranac IPA
A decent amount of head in the original pour, but no retention except for a small ring of a
dark white. A minimal amount of cascade, which is disappointing in an IPA because it would help the
crispness. A nice amber color suggesting a nice mellow maltiness. Not a very strong scent, the hops
do roll off the beer to nose. At this point could be a pale ale. Strong initial taste of hops. Not quite
as crisp as it should be. Slight woody flavor suggesting at the old technique of oak casking, even ,
though the beer wasn't put in casks. The flavor of hops does not leave the taste when the malt starts •
to kick in. Not much malt for an IPA but there is a good balance, lending the beer a slight fruity flavor When drinking I noticed that the beer is thicker than you would expect for the color and amount
of malts. Over all the beer is typical of Saranac. Not the best, not the worst but definitely good to
the price.
Saranac Adirondack Amber
The first thing when you pour the beer is the bronze amber color, thankfully because it is
an amber beer. As is common with IPA's there isn't much of a head and what head there is, disappears quite quickly. There is also not much of a cascade. It has a slight malty
scent, but ~here are no undert~nes to the malt. The initial flavor is a slightly acid bitterness. The hoppy flavor then balances out when the malts kick in. There is a nice distinct woody
flavor to this beer uncommon in your average amber. The hops having a little bit of staying flavor in the aftertaste where a nice maltiness is definitely present. Surprisingly, this one
of the better Saranacs. Saranac tends to be an average beer but this one has a different flavor from the average amber.
Brooklyn Brewery
New York City used to be one of the most important places to beer brewing in the US. A lot of the breweries lost money and
most closed, except for smaller brew pubs. When Brooklyn opened their doors in 1996 based upon an older brewing company
that was started in the early 1900's. The brewery now boasts seventeen different beers, six of which can be found all over the
Northeast and elsewhere in the United States.
Brooklyn Ale "55 Pennant Ale"
It has a nice reddish copper color with a little bit of haze. There is a decent head and decent head retention. As with the other
beers there is virtually no cascade. Slight malty and slight hoppy scent promises that this beer will be nice and crisp. Nice combination of hops and malts. Neither the hops nor the malt dominate the other flavor and it balances out perfectly. You can definitely notice the nice crisp, fresh flavor that is so desirable in pale ale. The finish is about the same as the initial taste, which is
· pleasing in pale ale. The mouth texture is thick for pale ale, but definitely not a bad thing. As it goes down your throat it is soothing, a little creamy and smooth. This is the best beer that Brooklyn makes. A nice crisp pale ale, honoring the Yanks.

Killin'Tn DoCl

IBy:Henry Casey

I

By now. most of the people I know are aware of the genius that is Broken Lizard, the comedy troupe behind Super Troopers, a cult police comedy that is like cinematic chronic (It
gives you a high comparable to most drugs). Well, Broken Lizard is back with their take on the comedy-slash-horror genre, entitled Club Dread. Something to note: even before the
movie was released, the folks at Broken Lizard were sued, in one of the most frivolous lawsuit of our times, by Club Med. The uptight resort company is demanding that the studio
should destroy every item that has the movie title on it. From the promotional clothing, to every single print of the movie, Club Med wants every remnant of this movie wiped off of
the face of the planet. They say that they are worried about the possibility that audiences may be confused by how similar the two names are and fear that their franchise will ·tarnished" by Club Dread's "disparaging association" with blood, death and murder. What about the copious nudity in the movie, I ask? This movie had the most naked women in it
since Howard Stern's cinematic masterpiece Private Parts. And if movie audiences thought that all Club Med's were filled with topless models, you know that Club Med would sell
the most rooms in the history of their franchise.
Below this ridiculous controversy, there is a really funny movie, that I spent the majority of the movie laughing my
lungs out at. I honestly expected to die from a lack of oxygen intake. Admittedly, the movie runs the risk of alienating some
female demographics due to the aforementioned tit surplus, but viewers should try to look past that and see the hilarity in characters. Juan the dive master is my favorite I think, a oversexed employee who won't let a serial killer investigation get in the:❖
way of having sex with a limber hottie. When the whodunit aspect of the movie reveals Juan's kinky past, the movie not onll:
reaches a new low of sex jokes, but hits a peak of raunch that is so hilarious you might not even realize it when you snort soda
out of your nose. Bill Paxton's Coconut Pete is also one of the movies funnier characters, a constantly drunken island resort
owner who has a vendetta against Jimmy Buffet over intellectual property. His rant about the Coconut Paella dish is pure gold ..
Something that this movie does very right, in my opinion, is strad- _.,..,
die the fence between suspense and comedy. The mystery aspect of the
movie, while not being crucial, is very well done, and I didn't figure it out
until the reveal. You can't see it coming at all, which while some people
would complain about a lack of foreshadowing and believability, I have to
say that this is a movie where you can make someone orgasm by touching
their top lip - it's not exactly scientific. It also makes jokes out of typical horror movie red herrings, such as when a person is made to look sinister
when they aren't doing anything that different.
Are there any problems with the movie? Yeah, in a small way it's
hampered by the horror spoof genre, just as in the fact that it does that well.
It's hard to explain, but it feels less original, what with the Scary Movie tril. ogy running itself into the ground. Super Troopers felt like as original a
movie you can get these days in Hollywood (if you, like I, have never seen
The Po:ice Academy series), while there's a set of parameters and ideast:/\.
already established for the idea of a movie making fun of horror movies,. I ·
know this is an odd complaint, as so many movies in history fall under patterns and are still good. It's just that I hoped that Broken
Lizard would come back with something just as original. Another fault of the movie is that it takes too long to get good. I was pretty bored for the first ten or fifteen minutes, but after that, the movie got so much better that the beginning was definitely forgiven.
In closing, this is a really fucking funny movie. Definitely worth spending a bored afternoon with in the Kingston mall, but it's been out for a bit, so see it before they replace
it with another screen to show Hidalgo on.
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EYES

On February 22 nd , I made my way to Pearl Street Theatre in
Northampton, MAto see Bright Eyes perform with M. Ward and Jim
James. The night began with sweet-sorrowed, sultry singing from
both M. Ward and Jim James as they traded solo spotlights, as well
as collaborated. Conor Oberst, the mastermind behind Bright Eyes,
appeared for one song at the start, with his fellow musician friends, to
give the crowd a taste of what was to come.
Previous to the show, I had heard rumours of Conor's tendencies to drink a bit during his shows, sometimes forgetting his
music and lyrics, disappointing many fans. Luckily, that wasn't the
case this time. Conor played an acoustic set of some old and some
new songs, with the same emotion and intensity that can be heard on
Bright Eye's studio albums. The performance was incredible and
extremely intimate, thanks to the design of the theatre. Conor truly

IBy:Kate

Myersl

connected with the audience who quietly" mouthed the lyrics they
knew and experienced the ones they didn't. The atmosphere was so(
surreally informal and natural for being only feet away from this bril- ''.,
liant artist-being so close felt comfortable.
The music was nonstop for roughly three hours, and the
three musicians came together at the end to rock out hard. A short
break taken to smoke a joint was met by approving cheers from the
crowd. The set ended with Jim James singing Elvis's •Always on My
Mind" and the soft accompaniment of Conor and M. Ward. One
encore song was played and then Conor expressed his gratitude to
the audience and left the stage. The whole show was completely
worthwhile, filled with amazing music by amazing musicians. I would
recommend seeing Bright Eyes, and just hope that you catch a night
where his drunken tendencies wouldn't get the best of him.
March
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Is That Blood or Wine On Our Hands?

!By: Connoronado Gaudet, AleJandro Cannon, Juanathan Trombley

George Saunders,
Enemyof Same-ish
Sex Marriage
jBy:Ethan PorterI
George, the famous author, was interviewed by the nervous young reporter in an otherwise empty office.
The above sentence seems simple and accurate
enough- many a short story has begun on a similar note,
and newspaper articles frequently share the simplicity and
directness of its tone. But George Saunders, the famous
author at hand here, would doubt the value of the sentence.
As Mr. Saunders would see it, the interview whi\:h
spawned this article was far more complex than the sentence implies, and to not convey the inherent complexities
would be unnecessarily and untruthfully reductive.
I am not going to try to imitate Saunders' style in
describing my interview with him (yes, I was "the nervous
young reporter"). To do so would be to take on an impossible task. His style can be said to be many things, but
above all else, it is inimitable.
Saunders has made a career out of challenging
the accepted realist style of the popular American short
story. And he has not only challenged the style, he has
done so dazzlingly, in ways that enchant many readers
and convince nearly every critic to laud him with seemin·gly endless praise. Arguably, his has become the new
accepted style. He's published two collections of short stories, CivilWarLand in Bad Decline and Pastoralia, and currently heads the graduate creative writing program at Syracuse.
On March 11th, Mr. Saunders gave a free reading
in Olin Auditorium. The two pieces he read originally
appeared in The New Yorker, which publishes him frequently. Mr. Saunders, in short, is a certified member of the
American literary elite. His path to admission, however,
was quite unorthodox. Upon reviewing the unpredictable
path his life has taken, there's little wonder why he had to,
in essence, form a wholly original style to describe the
world from his unique perspective.
"I'm not a big fan of realism as it's commonly
practiced." he said. "There's something in that tone [the
basic realist style] that implies to me the world is in control.
Basic units apply, we're all fine here. That tone doesn't fit
my experience of life, in a certain way."
A writer should not change his life in order to
dopt a new style, Mr. Saunders declared, with a degree of
onviction that can only come from coming to a conclusion
ram personal experience. Saunders hails from a working
lass background, the Southside of Chicago. As he himself
penly admits, he wasn't exposed to much literature as
kid. The culture of his youth h~ remembers as distinctly
erbal, albeit not literary. Ute ature was removed from
Imost everything else- held c loft and considered to be
untouchable.
"Literature was the '.hing I couldn't do- the prose
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~fter a brief stint in beer reviewing, we'd
like to announce our victorious return to
the fold of quaffquistodores. Celebrating the anniversary of the FrenchChilean Conflict, we pit two bottles of
French Bordeaux against one bottle of
Chilean Merlo!, accurately reenacting
the 2 to 1 ratio of French to Chilean soldiers. The French may have won the
war that fateful year my friends, but the
La Joyas have exacted revenge from
their vineyard/bunker in the Colchagua
Valley. Using their bottles of wine as
Molotov cocktails of freedom, the
Chilean "surgeons"(named after the
word insurgence) rained unholy hell
down on the heads of the hated French.
To mark this historic occasion and to put
right what once went wrong, we three
pureblooded Chileans(as evidenced by
our names) have reenacted this war and
crowned a new king.
Chateau
de
Cluzel
Premieres Cotes de Bordeaux - 2000'
- France - S 8.99
We were so appalled by this
flat, lifeless affront on our taste buds
that we've decided to type our initial,
unedited responses to this wine, incoherent as they might be.
Dirty, dark, brown-tasting, misleading scent, disappointing, dry, sandy,
hard water. Tastes like drinking bath
water. Makes my tongue feel like my
teeth when they're caked in sugar.
Don't ingest this wine. Like putting
cakes of deodorant on your tongue. If I
drank until I went blind, I would confuse
this with my own urine. The kind of bottle you buy when breaking up with your
girlfriend.
The fruitcake of wines-it
always gets regifted. This bordeaux
births a calf that won't milk.
Chateau Cap de Merle - Lussac Saint-Emilion - Bordeaux - 2000 -

was pumped up and purple, and had no relation to the
· world I actually lived in," he said. For years, he held his
desire to be a writer close to him like an intimate secret,
and graduated from college with a degree in engineering.
The suppressed desire would not subside. As he
explained it, the desire welled up inside, and finally burst
out (which he acknowledged was an interpolation of a
Twain quote, a man whom Saunders is often compared
to). "I suddenly realized that what I knew as a kid- the dirty
jokes and slang and insults- could be literature," he said.
But even after this epiphany, he often found his own writing to be derivative. Like so many budding writers, the
ghosts of Kerouac and Hemingway pervaded his work,
and they would not leave. If he were to realize his goals of
expressing his own life in an authentic manner, something
had to change.
"I used to love Hemingway," he said. By Saunders' mid-twenties however, his life seemed to have no
connection to the lives Hemingway wrote about it. "I
thought my life sucked," he said, laughing. It became clear
soon enough that the opposite was true. His life was rich;
the fact that it didn't resemble a Hemingway novel did not
mean it wasn't worth writing about. He reached a new conclusion that might appear blasphemous to some, but was
surely liberating for him: "Hemingway sucks." He soon sent
three unsolicited stories to The New Yorker. The third was
accepted for publication. Thus began a rapid ascension to
literary respectability and almost the highest degree of
fame a writer may attain in this day and age. His background, however, did not mysteriously disappear. "Many
people named as my so-called influences I had never even
heard of," he admitted.
In his attempt to capture the full breadth and
depth of human actions and motivations, Saunders doesn't resort to hyper-intellectual phrasings or constructions. "I
want my aunt to be able to understand my stuff," he said.
There is an urgent attempt in all of his work to connect with
the world around him in an authentic, meaningful way. He
might hold a prominent teaching position, but he's not snob
of the ivory tower, and his stories aptly demonstrates this.
"I'm not very topical," he professes, but the evidence
seems to indicate otherwise. One of the pieces he read at
Bard, "My Amendment," is a Swiftian take on Bush's proposed Constitutional ban on gay marriage. Saunders asks
that if gay marriage is banned, shouldn't marriage between
semi-androdygonous people be banned as well?
His motivation for writing the piece was simple
enough. "I just think that the government should stay the
fuck out of people's business," he said in the interview. "If
r: couple wants to get married, let them get married, God
bless them. I've been married tor fifteen years, and its
great."

France - $ 12.99
Much unlike the peaks and valleys of my manic-depressive mother's
violent mood swings, or not unlike the
pulse of my flat-lining brother, this wine
lacks fluctuation of any kind. Their is no
one flavor that stands out. Much like my
high school girlfriend's futile attempts at
·giving a blowjob, there is nothing memorable about this Bordeaux. It is a
plateau of flavors, no single taste rises
above the rest. A very docile wine.
We'd write more, but there isn't that
much to say. It's dull, thin, and impressionless. It's not that good, but it's not
that bad either. Certainly not worth it for
the money.
Chateau la Joya Reserve Merlo! - 2000 - Chile - S 9.99
The initial flavor is a powerful
array of tastes which peaks at the back
of the tongue and dissipates into a
smooth, buttery aftertaste. The citrusy
flavor disappears and reappears in
more mild and earthy shades. The complimentary flavors can be spotted and
enjoyed individually and combine to create a distinct and fulfilling drinking experience. While many merlots are somewhat clumsy in their attempts at incorporating too many disparate flavors, La
Joya takes full advantage of aJI four
taste buds without offending any of
them. It was awarded the Best Merlo!
Worldwide at the 2002 International
Wine and Spirit Competition.
We call our Chilean compatriots to arms. Watch Legionnaire! Commit their lies to memory! Storm the
Bastille! Reclaim the Eiffel Tower! The
sun will set on French occupied France
forever, and it will rise again on New
Chile. All the bottles of wine reviewed
can be found at White Horse Wines and
Liquors in Red Hook.

Despite his lucidity in matters political, Saunders
seems most interested in what one might call culture- more
precisely, pop culture- and he interweaves this interest
throughout much of his work. He hopes that these clever,
usually humorous references function as an entertaining
distraction. "While you're looking at this, hopefully the story
is doing something a little more profound," he said.
"I love American pop culture," he asserted. "I try
to use American pop culture the way a better writer might
use nature or the physical world." Although he utilizes the
culture frequently, he finds himself concerned with its
direction. "It's all about worshipping celebrities like royalty,"
he said. "The country isn't really divided; it's celebrities,
and everyone else."
Mr. Saunders recalled a vacation to Universal
Studios Theme Park he took with his family. In the midst of
the chaos that is a theme park, a massive set of speakers
boomed out celebrity question-and-answers. Some of
those in attendance were consciously paying attention;
others were not.
"It was like [in mock Charlton Heston voice], 'In
what movie did Jim Carrey ... ,"' he said. He was witnessing
the virtual deification of celebrity; he found the fascist
undertones unmistakable. As the speakers rang out
authoritatively, as people excitedly answered, he asked
himself, as his stories often asks the reader- what sort of
shared values do we have?
"I'm not a paranoid conspiracy person," he
explained. "I don't think people are that smart to pull it off.
There's a de facto conspiracy. If you and I have certain values and work towards certain values, we're sort of in conspiracy."
As Mr. Saunders sees it, we're all participants,
either willing or unwilling, in a grander societal conspiracy.
"We have met the enemy, and he is us," said Mr. Saunders. What connects us are movies and television- the culture of celebrity- which Mr. Saunders criticizes openly. Yet
he is honest enough to admit that even he, like many other
artistically-inclined people, has deigns on joining "the
Gwyneth Paltrows and Tom Brokaws· of the world.
In Mr. Saunders' mind, the position of writer in
contemporary America is to preserve the individual that is
constantly at risk of submerging into the mass. His writing
is nothing less than a declaration of his individuality in a
society that increasingly resembles a Universal Studios
Theme Park. And others must follow his example
(although, of course, develop their own style to do so). "It's
the greatest freedom an intellectual can have, to write
words on a page," he said. "I view writing as a spiritual discipline."

These MagazinesSuck
Then again, who reads this shit, anyway?

his Drab Report is dedicated to my former boss,
Mr. Marty Reisinger. In the last issue of the Fre
Press Marty was slanderized by a student name
Spike Horwitz." Of course, this "Spike" characte
. oesn't quite exist. It's a pseudonym. Don't worry,
• I'm not going to expose you. All I'm going to say i
hat it's a damn shame that you, Spike, don't hav
ny respect or taste. Though the article may hav
been written tongue-in-cheek (who knows?) fo
many students on campus that article was the firs
hat they heard about Marty. Sure, everyone know
hat B.E.R.D. exists, and that when they throw thei
beer bottles in a green plastic container it'll eventu
lly disappear, but few actually interacted with th
man himself. That's enough of that. I called th
uthor of the article and left a message saying I'
like to speak with him, but he chose not to call m
back. Maybe he regrets it. Either way, this article i
edicated to Marty:
I first met Marty in the campus center in th
middle of the spring semester last year. A goo
Ci:@{
buddy, Hamish Strong, had been working for him f6
bout two years. Marty bent over backwards I
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ood character. He had a habit of talking your hea
H, yes, but I always found in him a supervisor an
.... ellow worker who genuinely cared about my health
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nd well-being. We'd talk about recycling and it
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··.··tt.many problems, the state of the environment, th
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Give Me SomeMovingSidewalks,,.
-Enough With the Zebrafish...

good boss, and I alway_senjoyed working for him.
When you fucked up-and I did fuck up on
number of occasions-whether
it was backing th
em car over a rock or getting the golf cart stuck in {l
he middle of nowhere or backing the pickup into th U
ardboard compactor or eating a bagel in the cam
pus center during my shift, Marty would simply tell
me what I did wrong, and it'd be fixed. I too
responsibility for what I did, and he didn't let any
hing linger. He was and still is a good man.
Sometimes things happen.
People ge
ired from a job, things don't work out, and they're le
o. It can be for many reasons. I heard the sam
hearsay that Spike did, and I know where it cam
rom. I also know that Marty was late to work some
imes. I also know that in my four hours a week a
8.E.R.D. I don't always see the whole picture. I
Marty did get fired for submitting a plan for the ne
cience building to be eco-friendly, I say great job. I
he got fired for his environmental vision he's bette
H somewhere else, somewhere that can utilize hi
ood foresight and experience. If it was for person
I reasons, then he was fired for personal reasons.
Neither Spike nor I have any business making con
·ectures and sweeping accusations that woul
etract from Marty's character. It would be slande
nd nothing more.
Perhaps Spike should be more intereste
in what is happening to B.E.R.D. Everything seem
up in the air right now, and I for one am more inter
sled in the future of a student-created environmen
al resources department than I am in whether or no
my boss allegedly smoked pot.
We all need to start watching what we sa
and write about members of our community.
Irresponsible writing is not only a danger to the cred
ibility of the author, it's a danger to all of our reputa
ions and our emotions. The conditions under which
Marty was let go doesn't concern me as much as m
oncem over his well-being and future. Marty love
he students, and it would be unfair to have hi
remembered as anything less.
So I say farewell to Marty Reisinger, m
ormer boss and friend. I hope everything works ou
or him, and I hope that anyone who reads this col
umn realizes that he is not simply a guy "who looke
like the teacher from Beavis and Bullhead" but
ood friend and a good boss. A good maf}--nothin
more, nothing less.
See you around, Marty. Peace.

"""'pe-r-em_y_L_o_w_

ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON, Being a student who has lived on the Bard Campus for three years now, I feel a certain problem
should be resolved: the increasing disconnect between North & Main campus. On Friday I was reading some old issues of the
Observer that we have down here in the basement and one of the articles was by our former commander-in-chief Michael
Haggerty. One of the points of that article was that having Albee (formerly a student dorm) would •help to keep some of the
focus on main campus." Now that Albee is firmly a faculty building, that possibility is quite gone. So how to reconcile the problem of an over-confident North Campus and a meek and unloved Main Campus now deprived of its former glory? Well, I'll get
to that.
My freshman year I lived in the cardboard dollhouse that is Oberholtzer. Between drinking at 4:30 in the afternoon during L&T (when Language was seriously slurred all over campus and Thinking meant •sud, Bud Light or Busch?") and leaving
Obreshkove at 7:30 the last day of school I realized something: it's a really, really long ass walk from North Campus. This, I
think, goes to the heart of the current divide between the two campuses. And that was just between Kruger Village and one of
the Toasters. And I think that we can all agree that since most of this campus smokes, it's not a fun walk either.
I recently walked back from Manor and I tell you what, that's a stupidly long walk. But it gave me ample opportunity
to think about the two campuses and how they could be better integrated. Well, this afternoon, walking home to Tewks from
Sands I noticed that Bard has purchased several new vehicles, namely a new school bus and some bus-like-conveyances that
look like mini-shuttles. This got me to thinking: what has Botstein got up his sleeve this time? With the proliferation of the sciences and the new motorcars on the campus, I think that we could solve the problem of a two campus campus without spending money on expensive, shiny, white cars and help out those traversing the no-man's land of "Middle Campus•: moving sidewalks. I'm talking Jetson's style. Get those science students working for their scholarships and build me a damn moving sidewalk. How hard can it be? Now you might say, that it'd going to be expensive and exercise is good and blah blah blah, but
seriously, disassemble the P.A.C.'s roof and get it working for me. Where's the big problem? We'd appease the Feitler activists
who never liked the PAC. anyway, give the smokers a brf!ak, make the sciences actually do something worthwhile instead of
studying "Zebra• fish (I don't think they really exist anyway) and stick it to those smug-ass Jetsons. Come on Bard, let's catch
up to all those airports lording their moving sidewalks over us poor, tired college students.
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A betterworld is possible,and existsnow in the shadowof this one.
It is three o'clock p.m. on Tuesday, November 18, 2003. I
am sitting cross-legged on the prickly grass of a scorched
lot in downtown Miami. Eleven of us-all college students
from upstate New York-drove twenty-five hours to be in
Miami at the same time as trade ministers from thirty-four
countries who are meeting to discuss the implementation
of the Free Trade Area of the Americas. We are not alone.
It's Tuesday, two days before the planned march, and I am
sitting in a vacant lot that has temporarily become part of
the convergence center, a safe haven for activists to plan,
network, and prepare for the protest. I am within hearing
range of the direct action m :;eting, which seems to have
found its focus. Essentially participants are saying: "we're
going to tear down the fence."

"The fence" is actually two fences, as well as
countless police officers in riot gear, that stand between
protesters and the Intercontinental Hotel, where the meetings are taking place. As part of the Congressional bill 47/il 14, which allotted 87 billion dollars for the purposes of
~ rebuilding Iraq, 8.5 million was set aside for police protection in the city of Miami during this week, To defend against
the thousands are flocking from all over the US and Latin
America to fight the FTAA. It is estimated that on Thursday, the day of the protest, there will be nine to ten thousand police officers to the ten to twelve thousand protesters. While increased police protection is understandable,
as a crowd of 10,000 people in the streets is unpredictable
at best, the amount of police presence will make it nearly
impossible for protesters to get any closer to the hotel than
the police want them to.
There are those who plan to attack the fence, and
there are those of us who will not attempt to break through
the fence ourselves, but hope that the others will succeed.
While I understand that it is the duty of law enforcement to
provide protection to the foreign officials at the hotel from
protesters who could be plotting violence, a large part of
me craves the opportunity to get close to the meetings,
close enough to ask those same officials face-to-face how
they will answer to the people of their countries, who will
only become poorer through agreements such as the
FTAA. Between those who want to approach the wall and
those who will hang back, there is little fundamental distinction. We all want to tear down the wall symbolically, if
not also literally. We have seen the oppression of all different peoples in the present day. We know that corporate
greed and the profit motive leave no room for compassion
and real human connection. We have learned all these
things, and they have brought us to this place because we
want nothing less than to smash the existing system and
. to build a better one in its place.
What kind of world are we trying to build?
Unquestionably, we are dissatisfied with the world that we
see around us. We want to see a world where each and
every human being is free and able to contribute his or her
talents to the better of society. We want to see a world
where people care about people, not money. This is a
world that will never exist as long as corporations with profit as their only motivation retain power over ordinary people. However, in building this new world we must be careul of the methods that we use. Take for example, the
media. The purpose of the media today in the United
tates is to create fear amongst the population. We are
bombarded by key phrases such as "terrorism," "biochem-.
cal warfare," and "weapons of mass destruction." These
phrases are repeated over and over, and combined with
he repetition of certain images and the mention of certain
individuals. It is no surprise then that the majority of Americans believed that Saddam Hussein had ties with Al
uaeda. The media in the United States has created a
ulture of fear and compliancy, with little time or attention
iven to those who oppose the dominant system. To combat this trend, Independent Media, or "Indy Media" has
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developed to give dissenting groups a voice.
This article is my own "Indy Media" experience,
truly independent in that it is written, produced, and distributed essentially by me alone (with a little help from my
friends at the Bard Observer). My goal is not to shove my
views down the reader's throat, or to make my viewpoint
appear bigger, more glamorous, or more prevalent than
those who would disagree. I would like to present the
reader with the bare bones: straight facts, my personal
experience, and my thoughts and feelings in reaction to
that experience. For the seasoned activist, some of this
may be old news. For those of you who have never been
to a protest, some of this may be unfamiliar. Certainly, if
you were not in Miami, it will be hard to picture what I am
describing without having seen it I will do my best to recreate those five days in Miami, the significance they had
for me, and the significance that I believe they have for the
future.
In the early afternoon of Monday, November 17,
we drive into downtown Miami, and I see the convergence
center for the first time. Somehow, I was expecting a polished, modern building, but it turns out that the convergence center is an empty auto repair shop and a small
paved lot surrounded by a chain-link fence. We can tell
that we are getting close to the center because we begin
to see increasing numbers of grungy activist types; riding
bicycles, walking, or sitting in small groups on the sidewalk. It bothers me to see how much everyone looks alike,
and how much everyone looks like me; young, white, with
sort of a modern-hippie style of dress. The unintentional
exclusiveness of our movement is apparent to many of us,
and it is something that deserves to be addressed further
than I can in this article.
Setting that aside for a moment: we head through
the chain-link fence and into the center. A few of us head
to the bathroom. The tiny bathroom is equipped with one
toilet stall, a urinal, and a sink that is used for everything
from washing hands, to washing paintbrushes, to filling
water bottles. A greywater system has been established,
with a bucket placed in the sink to catch all used water, and
instructions posted on the toilet stall that describe how to
re-use the water to flush the toilet. This is our first indication that this is a space intended to exist in harmony with
the surrounding environment. The attitude towards waste,
as I will discover in the coming days, is not that it should
be minimized, but that it can be re-formed as something
useful.
We look around the space a bit more. There is a
designated art space, where people are busy painting and
building. We can see colorful puppets depicting water,
flowers, and even George W. Bush already nearing completion. At the entrance to the indoor space from the lot
there is an information desk, staffed by two people, as well
as a table with free literature; pamphlets, stickers, fliers,
and more. A Healing Space and the Indy Media Center,
with computers for activists' use, are two rooms in the
back. Outside is a large, rather noisy refrigerator truck that
we learn is property of Food Not Bombs, who have set up
an area to provide free food for hungry protesters. As we
are hungry protesters, and lunch is being served, we grab
some plates and get in line. It is important to note that
everyone is eating out of whatever dishes they can find, if
they didn't bring their own. No disposable utensils here every dish that is found is used, washed, and then reused.
Everything is very sanitary as well; the dishwashing station
is extensive, and there is a hand-washing station set up
just before the food. It ls now one-thirty pm, and it is time
for an orientation session about the convergence space.
Our group decides to join in, as we are not entirely familiar
with the space. Our guide, Laurel, is an energetic and
funny girl in a gauzy top and bell bottoms, but when she
speaks it is obvious that she is also someone to be taken
seriously. She begins by reminding us of the basic agreements of the convergence space, referring to a sign posted near the entrance. Paraphrasing, these are as follows:
-No drugs, weapons, or alcohol. As Laurel explains, these
could compromise the security
of the space. Please
enjoy them elsewhere, the sign reads.
-No contraband.
-Clean up after yourself.
-We live in a security culture. Assume that undercover
police are in the space, but please don't make accusations.
-Be inclusive. Let people know what's going on, and what
they can do.
-Be active. There's always a lot going on - ask what you
can do.
Later, I examine the sign myself, and read the
bottom two lines. These are pretty self-explanatory, which
I suppose is why we didn't discuss them at the orientation.
Even by themselves, they speak loudly about the type of
space that the convergence center is trying to create.

..

Everyone is empowered to ask people to respect one
another.
This is a safe space open to all peoples in the struggle
against the FTAA.

!By:Christie
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We conclude the orientation by discussing designated media times. Although news vans are lined up on
the street in front of the convergence center, no media is
allowed in the space except during two two-hour slots of
media time, on Tuesday and Wednesday morning. This
includes all media - from the Miami Herald to one person
with a disposable camera. In order to make the convergence center a space where everyone can feel safe and
comfortable, no footage will be taken except during these
designated slots. Banning media from the area is another
aspect that made the convergence center unique. There
was a noticeable increase in tension during media times,
which made us appreciate the fact that they were not there
the whole time. It is interesting to see how people act different when they know that they are being documented.
While the true atmosphere of the convergence center
could not be caught on film, because that would contradict
the atmosphere itself, the sense of safety and community
that we felt without the cameras on us left a lasting imprint
everyone there.
Now it is Tuesday afternoon, and I am sitting in a
grassy lot listening to the direct action meeting. We have
been in Miami for a little over a day. I am hot, tired, and
beginning to feel grungy. I am also feeling dejected and
wondering why I am missing a week of school to be here.
Everyone seems to have a plan of action for Thursday, but
these plans all seem to center around destruction - tearing
down the fence, smashing the state, fighting the police.
Part of my apprehension is triggered by the police presence we have seen, making these plans seem futile. I also
am uncertain of what purpose such measures will serve, if
they are carried out
Although I am sitting in the same lot with the
direct action enthusiasts, I am at a meeting of the ecobloc. It could be that my attitude towards the protest began
to change after this meeting because I am a rabid environmentalist and I had finally found my own kind. I would like
to believe, however, that even if I did not share their ideology, I would still have been inspired. Throughout Tuesday
and Wednesday, I got to know my fellow protesters, as well
as residents of the community we in which we were staying. I began to have a vision of something growing instead
of something being destroyed. I came away from that
week feeling like I had made some small connection to the
community that we had stayed in, as well as to the very
ground we had walked on. The fence did not come down.
The meetings ended with an agreement that was less
harsh than we expected, but by no means were they shut
down. Protesters were beaten, tear gassed, and arrested.
Still, I came away from this experience with hope for the
future. Certainly, not for the immediate future, because I
do not honestly believe that I will see the world I want
come about in my lifetime. But I now have a better idea of
what we are fighting for, and why it is worth the struggle.
One of the most inspiring places we visited in
Miami was not the site of the protest, or any great landmark, but a small ~ommunity garden in about ten blocks
from the convergence center. The garden was located in
Overtown, a poor, black section of Miami, scarred by the 1395 freeway running overtop of it. On this small plot of
land, pressed up against backyards and chain-link fences,
community members are fighting corporate control by
other means than protest: they are reclaiming their land for
their use. On Wednesday, a group of us gathered at the
garden to help out, and to learn a little bit about permaculture principals, and how the garden is organized. While
permaculture has become popular lately, gardens that follow its core principals are not always labeled permaculture
gardens. For the men who organized the garden in Overtown, it made sense to have a space for people to grow
'their own food in an area where so much of the community members' lives are out of their control.

''Among the black community in
Miama, I discerned a sense of
hopelessness."

The Miami residents that I met in Overtown
seemed generally interested in what we were doing. A
friend and I met a man while we were walking to the community garden who proceeded to talk our ears off about the
past presidential election in Florida, and the current situation in Miami. "I've been bringing my lunch to work every
day for twenty years," he said. Since the Cubans control
Miami, he told us, he could see no way for him or any other
black residents to move up in life. We suggested that he
join us in the march on Thursday, but he didn't seem certain that he would go
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Does
I Did it Again
RaPh Nader Should
Jump In A Lake
Go

On February 22, Ralph Nader announced that he is once again running for President.
Like many Democrats my initial response was anger and frustration. After all, Ralph
Nader is the reason George Bush is currently President. Greens argue that Gore lost
the election on his own; that he ran a horrendous campaign. While it is certainly true
that Gore ran a terrible campaign, that there were Republican shenanigans in Florida,
and that Bush lost the popular vote, the fact remains that if 1% of Nader voters in
Florida had voted for Gore, he would be our current president. In 2000, Bush won
Florida by 537 votes, and Nader received 97,488. In New Hampshire, Bush won 7211
votes and Nader received 22,198. Exit polls from 2000 show that 47% of Nader voters
would have gone for Gore if Nader had not run; 30% would not have voted; and 21 %
would have voted for Bush. Gore probably should have won anyhow, but without Nader
on the ballot, he would have undoubtedly been victorious.
While I certainly find Nader frustrating, he is also baffling. For a man who supposedly supports progressive policies, why would he choose to run again, siphon votes
from John Kerry, increase the odds of Bush being elected to a second term, and thus
threaten the liberal causes that he has advanced for over thirty years? While this same
question applied four years ago, many things have changed since 2000 and leave his
current candidacy with almost no rationale. Nader's primary reason for running four
years ago was that there was no real difference between the two main parties. Its hard
to imagine him being more incorrect. Bush has turned out to be much more conservative than compassionate, while Gore is now a populist liberal and gives speeches on
behalf of moveon. Furthermore, Nader's support within the progressive community has
declined precipitously; it can no longer be argued that he is a selfless crusader working
on behalf of disenchanted liberals when so many of his former supporters actively
worked to discourage him from running again. Finally, the stakes in this election are
perceived to be much higher than in 2000. While four years ago many liberals were
unenthusiastic about Gore's candidacy, this year they are committed to ousting Sush
and do not want Nader to get in the way.
Nader has stuck with his catchall phrase that there is no difference between
the parties-that the Republicans earn a D- and the Democrats a D+. Has he been
hibernating for the past three years? It is clear that Bush is an ideologically committed
conservative, what some people do not realize is just how liberal Kerry actually is. The
non-partisan Washington insiders' magazine, National Journal, recently issued its annual ratings of members of Congress, and based on 62 key roll call votes from 2003, Kerry
was more liberal than 97 of his fellow senators.
On practically every issue, Kerry takes a clearly liberal stance. He is prochoice, and will only appoint judges to the Supreme Court who vow to uphold Roe v.
Wade. He wants to raise the minimum wage. He supports civil unions for gay couples.
He opposes the death penalty except for cases of international or domestic terrorism.
He is arguably the strongest environmentalist in the Senate, and voted with the League
of Conservation Voters on 93% of roll calls between 1999 and 2003. His proposals
include increased fuel efficiency standards, ensuring that 20% of the nation's electricity comes from renewable sources by 2020, and reengaging the United States in the
international community to pursue policies for fighting global warming (such as the
Kyoto Protocol). His health care policy will cov:er 96% of Americans-including almost
all children, and will allow every American access to the health care system used by
members of Congress. The lesser of two evils does not appear so evil after all.
His vote to-authorize the use of force in Iraq has left many liberals suspicious
of Kerry's leftist credentials. While it is possible that his affirmative vote was influenced
by a political calculation about the repercussions of voting against the use of force when
it was supported by a majority of Americans, it is also important to recognize that Kerry
has always held a very nuanced position on the Iraq war. To Kerry, it was important for
Bush to have the authority to use force, because it would increase the United State's
bargaining power when forcing Saddam to disarm. His hope was that the threat of war
would lead Saddam to disarm without actually going to war. Furthermore, his vote to
authorize force was preceded by a forty-five minute speech in which he laid out how
and when the United States should resort to force. According to this speech, the U.S.
should not have used force in Iraq without first receiving a UN resolution, creating a
large international coalition, and exhausting the possibility of weapons inspections.
Clearly none of these actually occurred, and not surprisingly, Kerry has been strongly
critical of the Bush Administration's policies in Iraq. Kerry also supported the BidenLugar Amendment, which placed more emphasis on ensuring a UN resolution and
stressed the importance of weapons inspections. Even the dovish Howard Dean supported this amendment.
So if Nader's argument that there is no difference between the two parties is
wildly off the mark, which of course he would never admit, why else is he running?
Nader often argues that the political system needs to hear from more voices, ·that the
two parties cannot possibly represent the views of all Americans. While this is largely
true, another change from 2000 is that there are two progressive candidates within the
Democratic Party who have pledged to stay in the presidential race until the Democratic
National Convention in late July. As Al Sharpton stated, "the party cannot silence voices and then not give credence to someone like Nader. The fact that the party has
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respected other voices, and we're in the debates, and we're winning delegates, means
that one can legitimately say to Mr. Nader 'What is your point?'" With Al Sharpton and
Dennis Kucinich both in the race, Nader can no longer argue that he is running because
there are no other candidates articulating alternative progressive views
Perhaps because of the Kucinich and Sharpton factor, one major difference
between 2000 and 2004 is that there is no apparent groundswell of support for Nader.
In fact, many, if not most of Nader's former supporters have actively pressured him not
to run. Traditionally supportive, The Nation wrote an open letter to Nader urging him
not to run, and there are many websites dedicated to the same purpose. Nader argues
that his campaign is about increasing the choices available to voters, but that fact
remains that very few liberals actually want that choice come election-day. Perhaps his
campaign is not so selfless after all, but driven by vanity and egotism.
As mentioned, the candidacy of Dennis Kucinich largely undercuts the rationale of
Nader's run. There are at least two reasons why supporting Kucinich makes more
sense than supporting Nader. First, Kucinich is pragmatic. He will work hard to express
his progressive vision, to earn delegates, and to influence the Democratic platform, but
come late July he will be working on behalf of John Kerry to unseat Bush. Second, an
alternative progressive vision within the Democratic Party will do more to prevent the
party's slide to the center than a third party candidacy. Every politician knows how
important it is to keep the party's base happy, and most evidence indicates that a party's
base pulls candidates towards the base's preferred ideological position more than candidates pull the base to accept a watered down position. Thus, deserting a party is
completely counterproductive. Recently, many observers believe that Kucinich, and
especially Dean, played a major role in shifting debate with the Democratic Party somewhat to the left-something that Nader's 2000 candidacy did not achieve.
For people concerned about the potential of Nader tipping the election to Bush,
the most important question to ask is: how big of an impact will Nader have this year?
Most likely, Nader will receive substantially fewer votes than the 2.7% he garnered in
2000, but still enough to possibly toss the election to Bush. The nation is incredibly
polarized at present. Republicans love Bush enthusiastically, and Democrats hate him
with a passion. The number of voters who are undecided between the two candidates
is much smaller than it has been at a similar date in any recent presidential election.
Thus, when compared to previous elections, winning in 2004 will depend relatively more
on mobilization and voter turnout among a party's base than picking up independent
swing voters. Ultimately, because the partisan balance among likely voters is evenly
split, and there are many key swing states, the 2004 election promises to be practically as close as the 2000 debacle. Every single vote counts. A recent poll by the Wall
Street Journal put Bush at 47%, Kerry at 45%, and Nader at 5%. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that many of Nader's supporters from 2000 have deserted him this year
(including myself), and so a five percent figure seems higher than expected.
Additionally, with margins of errors in the 3 to 5 percentage point range, Nader's polling
numbers are far from precise. Nevertheless, the fact remains that Nader could receive
enough votes from people who would otherwise vote for Kerry to tip the election to
Bush.
According to a statement by the Democratic National Committee, Nader has
promised that, "he would not criticize the Democratic nominee, but would focus on the
failings of the Bush Administration. We take him at his word." !'would not be so confi-TI
dent. There are reasons to believe that during the 2000 campaign Ralph Nader not only
did not care that his candidacy implicitly aided Bush, but that he actively worked to sabotage the chances of a Gore victory. After all, in the waning days of the 2000 election,
Nader rejected suggestions from some of his campaign advisers that he target uncontested states such as California and New York where Nader could both attract more
votes, and do so without tossing the election to Bush. Instead, he chose a whirlwind
tour of highly contested states, and focused his campaigning in Pehnsylvania and
Florida. It appears that Nader's strategy was quite successful; he received 97,488
votes in Florida. Bush won the state by 537 votes. Thanks Ralph.
Nader recently stated that, "those who use the word 'spoiler' need to re-examine their otherwise steadfast commitment to civil liberties, to choice, to freedom." No
we don't. He does. If Ralph Nader honestly wants to protect civil liberties, he should
unite behind Kerry to oust Bush. If he wants to preserve the freedom of choice for
women, he should unite behind Kerry. The stakes of this election are far too high for
Nader's insistence on ideological purity. With the Texas redistricting and a number of
retirements among Democratic senators, it is almost inevitable that Congress will have
a larger Republican majority after the 2004 elections. If Bush is reelected there is a
very real possibility of radical conservative policy changes that will make the past three
years look utopian in comparison. With clear differences between the parties, little support within the progressive community, and so much at stake in this election, Nader's
decision to run for President seems to directly threaten all the liberal causes he has
advanced for over three decades. Ralph Nader needs a wake-up call, and of course
the best way to do that is not to vote for him.
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The
New
EmQoria
- A Passion Play-,a-y-:
This Movie is NOT Anti-Semitic

M-at-t-R-os_z_a_l

As the lights dimmed in the theater and I prepared to watch Mel Gibson's controversial
new movie "The Passion of the Christ", I felt no need to remind myself that anti-Semitism
is still alive. Most people will acknowledge that it is widespread throughout the world, but
I will even go so far as to argue that it is still prevalent within our own country.
Take the occurrence at Washington Lake, a little hotel resort in the middle of the
New York Catskill Mountains. It was there that, in 1997, a twelve-year-old boy was nearly murdered by a mob of his elementary school peers because he was Jewish. The incident took place while the boy was attending a 6th Grade picnic with the other sixty-something students in his class. The episode began when a group of kids poured a bucket of
pond water over the little boy's head, prompting him to go to the nearby lake to fetch some
water of his own. When he did this, a mass of at least two-dozen students converged
around him, throwing pebbles and coins and shouting "Christ-killer!" and "Devil-worshipper". The young man was used to these insults, he later claimed; he had lived in the small
Catskill Mountain town of Eldred, NY, for over three years, and had undergone more than
his fair share of anti-Semitisn. within the small and closely-knit community during that period. But what happened next nobody could have expected, as a group of approximately
half a dozen kids waded into the lake, forced his head so far under the water that it sank
into the sand, and held it there for approximately five minutes while the prepubescent mob
chanted "Drown the Jew!"
The little boy was eventually saved by one of his friends. After vomiting up sand
and water was left with his family to cope. The parents were advised to wait at least 24
hours before contacting the police, and afterwards were asked not to inform any media
sources of the event so that the town-which already had a struggling economy-would
not receive any negative publicity. Each of the kids involved in the violent incident was let
off with a stern warning, and although local congressman Benjamin Gilman did try to help
by involving the New York State Bias Crimes Unit, the incident was eventually forgotten
in the ocean of other local issues taking place that year. Among
these issues was a similarly charged affair relating to the boy's
father, who was the local Superintendent of Schools.
The only reason I know that any of this happened is
because I was that little boy.
You can only imagine, then, the interest that Mel Gibson's
movie "The Passion of the Christ" sparked in me when I first heard
about it. As you well know, the film has
generated much controversy, focusing
largely on its allegedly anti-Semitic
content. Both for personal and for intel- .
lectual reasons, I went to this film curi- ..
ous as to what I would find.
What I found was the greatest
medieval passion play ever created.
For those of you unfamiliar with the
term, a passion play is a theatrical
reenactment of the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ that was once widely performed throughout the
European continent, primarily during the Middle Ages. The purpose
of these exercises was to force the audiences to experience the
r- most extreme forms of spiritual catharsis, which was accomplished
l!) by having their instinctive human sympathy immediately relate to
the torments Jesus had to undergo. Presumably, after this was all
over, they would then transform that catharsis into an overwhelming
gratitude for the sacrifices Christ made to pay for their sins. It was
an enormously effective means the Church used to rally the passions of the people, and it only died out when the influences of the
Industrial Revolution jaded the human senses and imagination.
Gibson makes full use of the many advantages modern technology
has to offer to the art of the passion play, and what I saw on that
screen was undoubtedly what much of the clergy of the Middle Ages
would have manufactured had they been armed with cameras, film,
CGI effects, and the other accoutrements of a modern Industrial
society-not to mention Mel Gibson's undeniable directorial talent
and Caleb Deschanel's hauntingly poetic cinematography.
There were several ways to create a medieval passion
play. One approach was that of the heavily philosophical production,
which centered on the most fundamental themes of the Christian
faith and used the crucifixion and resurrection merely as a vehicle
to convey those ideas to the audience. Another was the technical
approach, which went to extreme lengths to methodically provide an
event-by-event, line-for-line, and step-by-step re-creation of the crucifixion and resurrection as it is found in the Christian Bible. Mel
Gibson abandons both of these methods and instead engages in
the third, and, depending on your priorities, the most effective form
of passion play-the intensely visceral experience. This type of passion play also relied on strict Biblical accuracy, but included graphic and artistic imagery that more literalist plays tried to avoid. In
Gibson's passion play, we see Jesus Christ go through all of the ,,•
most excruciating iorms of torture that the classical world ever · ~''
devised. He is beaten, whipped, scourged, has a crown of thorns
pounded onto his head, is forced to carry his own cross to the crucifixion site, and then, of course, is nailed to that cross in a scene made all the more gruesome by the casual manner in which a Roman soldier explains to his counterparts the
manner in which to drive a nail into a man's hands. All of this serves the purpose of the
visceral form of passion play, which is to conjure up intense physical sympathy for Christ.
It is not the most cerebral form of passion play out there, but it is equal-to-none in its ability to create intense feelings of compassion from every member of the audience-which
this movie does, successfully, in a manner that cannot be adequately described in words.
As I glanced at the faces of the audience around me, I was hard-pressed to find a mouth
hat wasn't agape in horror or a set of eyes that was not filled with compassion. Every
member of the audience who left that theater did so silently.
In order for this method of passion play to be most effective, however, it is vital
hat the character of Jesus Christ be placed in an environment where the dichotomy
~ between good and evil is unmistakably clear. Hence, the film has little room for subtlety
I r nuance. It is vital that almost every character in the movie be depicted as vicious and
illed with a hatred for Christ that seems to know no bounds. There are a handful of

redeeming characters on both sides that, for humanitarian reasons, show compassion for
a man undergoing unspeakable agonies. But for the most part the world must be seen as
being against Jesus Christ, and since the world to Christ consisted almost entirely of Jews
and Romans, it is these two groups who are shown in the worst light, with the Jews inflicting the brunt of the verbal abuse, and the Romans inflicting most of the physical tortures.
Is this movie anti-Semitic? The answer to this most pressing question is an
unequivocal no. This isn't to say that I think Mel Gibson as a person isn't an anti-Semite,
nor am I implying that I think he is one. Mel Gibson's personal views are of little concern
to me except in how they might influence the bent of a movie that will undeniably have a
tremendous impact on its audience. While I do see much in this movie that could be interpreted as anti-Semitic by individuals with a predisposition toward such sentiments, in and
of itself the movie is not so much anti-Jew or anti-Roman as it is anti-human, for as I have
already mentioned, it is integral to the success of a passion play that it portray the vast
majority of the human race as being unworthy of the compassion that Christ has shown
them.
There was one part of the film that did bother me at first, and those were the
scenes involving Pontius Pilate, played with enormous grace by Hristo Shopov. In the
movie, Pilate is portrayed as a philosophical and conflicted man who only executes Jesus
at the insistence of the Jewish priesthood, and then only to prevent a rebellion within his
province. This was not the impression I had gotten from the works of the Roman historian Tacitus, a chronicler of imperial history who in Book XV of his famous Annals (published in 109 A.D., approximately seventy years after the crucifixion of Christ) briefly mentions how: "Christus ... suffered the extreme penalty during the reign of Tiberius at the
hands of one of our procurators, Pontius Pilatus, and a most mischievous superstition was
thus checked for the moment..." I initially feared that Gibson had deliberately manipulated history to lay blame for Christ's death on the heads of the Jews. However, upon further research, I discovered that in the Book of Matthew, Pilate's role in
Christ's death is described as follows: "When morning came, all the
chief priests and elders plotted against Jesus to put Him to death. And
when they had bound Him, they led Him away and delivered Him to
Pontius Pilate the governor... he knew that they had handed him over
because of envy... But the chief priests and elders persuaded the multitudes ... When Pilate saw that he could not prevail at all, but rather
that a tumult was rising, he took
water and washed his hands
before the multitude, saying, 'I am
innocent of the blood of this just
Person. You see to it.'"
It is in exactly this manner
that Mel Gibson portrays Pontius
Pilate, and since it is understandable that in an intensely Christian
film Gibson is more likely to side
with an apostle's interpretations
than with those of a Christian-hating polytheist, there is nothing in
Gibson's depiction of Pilate that is anti-Semitic, at least anymore so
than the New Testament upon which it is based. As for the rest of the
claims made about the movie's portrayal of Jews - that they are singled out as being bloodthirsty, that their faces are painted to have a
quasi-Satanic evil gaze, that their physiological features are made
monstrous, that they are depicted as being greedy, and so on - all of
these claims I immediately found to be untrue, based on what I
observed on the screen.
A grand irony of all of this is that because of the massive
amount of hype created about the movie's alleged anti-Semitism, it is
quite possible that the movie will net just as high a percentage of
Jewish attendance as it does Christian attendance, whereas under
normal circumstances it is highly unlikely that most of the former
would ever be inclined to see this film.
I must confess that I did find it regrettable that the movie did
not take more time to go into the core philosophy behind Christ's
teachings. While I cannot criticize the movie in and of itself for failing
to do this, as it was created for the sole purpose of being a passion
play and in this regard is as close to being flawless as it could be, by
not doing this the movie has failed to present any clear and coherent
philosophical construction, so that although we can tell that Jesus
Christ is suffering, we are not clear as to what message it is he is suffering to tell. Had the movie done this, it could have excelled above
the realm of merely being a passion play and could have established
itself as one of the greatest tragedies ever put on celluloid in the history of filmmaking. Instead, the movie comes off as sort of an insider's
project, and anyone not already acquainted with the lessons of
Christianity will simply view this as an incredibly tragic tale of a man
who died for an obscure cause.
And so it is that I left the movie theater, having been exposed
to the Gibsonian version of the Gospels, feeling unthreatened, unoffended, and pretty much unconcerned as a Jew that the film I had just
seen would have any additional negative repercussions against my
people. We live in a world of intense anti-Semitism, which often masquerades in "respectable" forms ranging from political secularization (such as that supported by the current French government) to anti-Zionism (such as that supported by
groups here at Bard College). I believe it is the moral obligation of every human being to
single out and eliminate both this and any other form of hatred whenever they see it, so
that we can live in a world where all people love and respect each other. If I believed that
Mel Gibson's film was anti-Semitic, not only would I condemn it as such, but also I would
expect all other ethical and intelligent human beings to follow the same course of action.
However, what I saw on that screen was not a call to anti-Semitism, but rather a cinematic masterpiece about the physical affliction one man endured for what he believed to be
a noble cause. In essence, what I saw was a spectacular passion play.
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We're Totally Fucked

Humanity's heart must be a frozen cave where we store
all of our memories; there our sinful memories sleep, and
their nightmares dance and sing Regret. Circumstances
make it possible for us to see cruelty, and our contempt
disregards all the warnings. The United Nations annual
human development report charted increasing poverty for
more than a quarter of the world's countries, where a lethal
combination of famine, HIV/Aids, conflict and failed economic policies have turned the clock back. Where are we
going? And why?
We will suffocate from our errors, if we do not look
back and learn from our own inhumanity. In the year 1500
the global population was around 400 million; 80 million
lived in the Americas. In the middle of XVI century, from
those 80 million 10 million were left. 70 million lives were
destroyed in less than 200 years ... this is only an approximate figure, witness:
"[The Spaniards] asked them for five or six thousands Indians to use them as mules ... they were all naked,
only their shame was covered ... they were all crouching ...
defenseless... the armed Spaniards picked up their
swords and weapons and started to kill them all ... after two
or three days some Indians that hid from the Spaniard
madness came out from under the dead bodies, they were
all bloody; they were all crying begging the Spaniards for
mercy, but there was no compassion and as they were
coming out from under the dead bodies they were being
murdered for no reason ... shred to pieces. There were
also hundreds of them tied up to poles, and the captain
ordered to burn them alive. While they were killing those
six thousand Indians, they captain was singing "Look Nero
de Tarpeya, how Rome is in flames; children and old people were shouting and nothing moved him" (Bartolome de
las Casas).
Our history must be a tragic comedy for the gods.
What were the reasons behind such horrible genocide?
Three hundred and fifty years and we still haven't seen the
light of progress - and we still do the same under the banner of freedom and justice.
Today, over half a million women, one for every
minute of the day, die in pregnancy and childbirth and
more than 800 million suffer from malnutrition and here we
have a clown for a president who makes a big deal out of
the right for gays to marry. Isn't it a rhetorical question?
Why and how do we keep walking bare-feet on the broken
glass? Yes, Mr. President, they should be allowed!
Help me, because I cannot comprehend this ...
according to a secret report commissioned by the
Pentagon defense adviser Andrew Marshall, the climate

change over the next 20 years could result in a global
catastrophe costing millions of lives in wars and natural
disasters. However, Mr. Bush still believes that global
warming is a hoax!!! Scientist Diana Liverman has been
studying the climate change for over 20 years; she
believes that Americans do not see climate change as a
real problem. She says, "to be a scientist working on climate change in the US is to be frustrated by the backlash
against environmental science, research budgets cuts and
by the American media's general lack of interest in environment issues." Janet Jackson's nipple deserved the front
page of our respected newspapers. On the other hand: last
year the journal Climate Research published a paper suggesting that 20th-century temperatures were not unusually
warm -guess what- the American Petroleum Institute had
partly funded the authors and that expert review of the
paper's methods and assumptions had been flawed, six
editors resigned.
Isn't it interesting that a powerful alliance of carmakers, oil drillers and electricity generators shared the
same views as Bush: global warming is a hoax. Al Gore
pointed out, "the truth is that in the presence of his large
financial contributors, (Bush] is a moral coward - so weak
that he seldom, if ever, says no to them on anything." It is
a reality that our planet is getting hotter and those extremely wealthy pigs forgot to be human, we will pay the consequences and our children - down on the spiral. Marshall's
document also predicts that abrupt climate change could
bring the planet to the edge of chaos as countries develop
a nuclear threat to defend and secure dwindling food,
water and energy supplies. Is not surprising that Marshall
is also advocating for the ballistic-missile defense.
Terrorism, really, is not our major concern; we must think
again - 400 billion to the military!
Denial shouts: there were no WMD in Iraq. The
price of oil can bring the American economy to its knees.
"In Iraq, a dictator is building and hiding weapons .. ." Bush.
Oil prices shocks have cost America $7 trillion dollars in
the past 30 years. Iraq has the second largest oil reserves.
Iraqi people must be free. North Korea has said that they
possess WMD, but we didn't go in there ... mass destruction, what a joke. US oil companies are reckoned to have
bought rights to almost 75% of the oil and gas output from
the Caspian oil pipeline, which potentially contains tens of
billions of barrels of oil. Mr. Bush's main donors are oil
freaks: decrepit body.
Thank you, Mr. Bush, for going into Iraq. You
know, this summer is going to be extremely hot, but I have
air conditioning so it won't bother me too much. We are all

enjoying from the suffering of millions, but that's fine, the
strongest must survive. Another Paris heat wave!
"Poor naked wretches, wheresoe'er you are, that
bide the pelting of this pitiless storm, how shall your houseless heads and unfed sides, your looped and windowed
raggedness, defend you from seasons such as these? 0,
I have ta'en too little care of this! Take physic, pomp;
expose thyself to feel what wretches feel, that thou mayst
shake the superflux to them and show the heavens more
just" (King Lear, William Shakespeare).
We killed around 70 million indigenous people,
after that, we enslaved black people, and then only this
century two world wars, we built massive weapons, waste
millions of plastic bottles, make a fuss over Britney Spears
virginity, progress? We killed Martin Luther King, cigarette
companies are rich ... we love legal criminals, take funds
from education, and bla, bla, da, da, da, da. Language
shakes out of fear because it cannot explain all this obstinate madness. Then silence ...
We attend a very expensive institution, but for
what? Poor foolish Lear shouts and we don't care to hear.
I am a hypocrite, too. "He who desired but acts not, breeds
pestilence" (William Blake). One day I was crying out of
rage and impotence. A wise woman told me not to cry
because cruelty and injustice could never die, they exist in
our hearts.
"Men are less hesitant about harming someone
who makes himself loved than one who makes himself
feared because love is held together by a chain of obligation which, since men are wretched creatures, is broken on
every occasion in which their own interests are concerned;
but fear is sustained by dread of punishment which will
never abandon you" (The Prince, Machiavelli).
Our Fear sleeps on the wrong bed while our
Philosophy keeps getting raped. What to do? This woman
looked inside my desperate eyes and out of mercy gave
me an answer. "I am not here to change the world, I cannot. I try to be the best in everything I do. I am good and
honest and I keep trying to better myself. Love is the
strongest feeling but it is also the most vulnerable. We
must love as far as your energy circle reaches and hope
that everyone does the same." Today, I know that love
would save us from our own created hell. Let's destroy
those wrong ideologies. Let's stop walking on that gold
road that takes to global destruction. All those wrong idols
will be knocked down. And ...
And so from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe, and
then from hour to hour, we rot and rot, and thereby hangs
a tale (As You Like It, Willia.m Shakespeare).

The Day of Redemption Is At Hand
Instead of writing the usual update column and that being that, there is a greater issue at Bard
that affects the entire student body and needs to be openly addressed. In recent Student Life
Committee (SLC) surveys, many students expressed concern and dismay with the "monarchical
administration" and their treatment toward the student body that makes us feel as if we are
"expendable commodities" and thus unimportant and insignificant. This explicit concern is something unprecedented in the memory of current student government representatives. Most disturbing of all we seem painful aware that when this attitude circulates it creates a vicious cycle
of disenfranchised students that further disrupts the input of student voice in trying to exact
change.
In many senses, the people of the Student Government couldn't agree with you more.
Time and again students, both at-large and within the student government, incur problems trying
to insure just representation within the Administration. At times the student body is left ignorant
or unacknowledged when important decisions are made which are relevant to the student body.
Decisions which are made not by the Dean of Students or Reslife or Security but by the "Upper
Administration," if you will, by those that make the decisions for B&G, for the contracts we sign,
and those that oversee both these tasks. There exists a fundamental gap between these people and the student body which creates an abundance of displeasure on campus: poor laundry
services, unjust wages for Aramark employees, disruptive construction, even icy paths.
With all this in mind, it is essential to remember how significant our opinion ought to be
in an environment where little reminds us of this truth. Isn't it about time our opinion was heard?
Or at least the rationale for them not considering our opinioi1 was known? When we as students
run into brick walls shouldn't the administration be asking themselves why simply because our
opinions matter to them? Everyone needs to be aware of the source of their frustration and it
needs to be corrected. From the responsible parties we need greater transparency within the
decision-making process and we need greater representation of student body opinion in these
crucial processes.
On that note, please stick it to 'em. Even if you do not understand the particulars of the
Student Government and consider it to be an insignificant portion of Bard life, remember we are
here to represent the student body, nothing more and nothing less. If something troubles you,
you feel shafted, you feel unrepresented, you feel ignored, help us and help yourselves by letting us know and working with us to insure the student body voice really matters. Grab one of
us in passing, send us an email at centralcom@bard.edu or slc@bard.edu or stop by Room 225
in the campus center (by the Student Activities people) during the office hours of a representative (which are posted on the door). It is our mission as student body representatives to be as
effective as possible in making student body voice heard and respected, a goal we are struggling
for now more than ever and, the effectiveness of which, all depends on you.
Thanks so much for your support and even to all those out there working separately with
the same goals in mind (who by the way, we would love to work with for the common cause).
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J. Morgan Hills Re ortingfrom the Front Lines...
On April 27, the one-year anniversary for the
opening of the Richard 8. Fisher Center for the Performing
Arts (the PAC) will arrive. Before the opening of the PAC,
many promises were made by administrators of the building and President Botstein as to how the building was
intended to be used. As the one-year anniversary
approaches, we w have the opportunity to see how the
building has measured up to the goals ii set out to accomplish.
In a published interview, PAC director Jonathan
Levi stated that: "When it comes to choosing music, dance,
or theater companies to perform at the new Center during
the academic year, we'll work closely with Bard's various
academic departments to linl< performances and themes to
courses and other events taking place on campus. Dance,
music and theater students are our primary audience for
those productions, helping to draw the rest of the student
body, the faculty, and the staff to the Center's offerings. In
many respects, the notion of benefiting these students is
going to be at the heart of what I will try to bring here." The
arts are an essential component of the liberal arts education. and the goal of the PAC was to heighten the artistic
culture on this campus.
The events that have specifically targeted students in the past year have been limited, but they have
been available. For example, a series of lectures and performances have been held in the Sosnoff Theatre, as a
part of this year's First-Year Seminar curriculum. In addition, at the culmination of his exhibit in the CCS, Christian
Marclay gave a performance as well. Each of these events
has been well attended by students and community members. Yet several PAC events have conspicuously lacked
student attendance. At a recent American Symphony
Orchestra concert, student Andres Zombrano asked
rhetorically. "do you see any students at this performance?" The answer was next to none. When the performance is not directly geared at students, the numbers in
attendance radically drop.
In many fnstances when the PAC is being used,
the students are being left out, the reason being that the
events are not publicized effectively to the general student
body. For some performances, the only way to learn about
them would be to log onto the website or to be on the mailing list. There have been many performances where no
announcement was made to the college. For example, the

ffi

First-Year Seminar Lectures were only announced to firstyears. Just because students are not directly invited to
see a concert does not mean that they can not still see it.
The policy of the box office is that any tickets that are
unclaimed a half-hour before the performance are available to students of the college. In regards to released tickets for concerts when there is a cost for admission, the
price for a student is only five dollars. This procedure
applies to even to some ASO concerts that were only available through a membership subscription. For many concerts, there is often no fee, so in those instances, no
money is paid.
According to multiple sources in the PAC, the ASO has
resisted announcing this information and has made it difficult for students to purchase these tickets. Because of this
article, Nancy Cook (Managing Director of the Fisher
Center) is looking into a way to get knowledge of these
tickets readily available to the Bard community. At every
performance, "we hold house seats and handicapped
seats just so we can accommodate everyone," said Cook.
"If they are not used, they become available to students.
That would be a fantastic use for those seats." In addition,
the Observer will continue to publish the schedule of
events for the PAC in each issue of the newspaper. I hope
that these two steps will allow more students to take
advantage of the opportunities that the PAC offers.
An increase in the availability of seats alone may
not be enough to lure students into seeing performances in
the PAC. Admittedly, there have been few performances
that have perked the attention of students. In the past,
orchestral and choir concerts have been sparingly attended by students. It is unlikely that a different building would
change this trend. What would most likely get in to see a
performance at the PAC would be "some music we actually wanted to see," said a student working in the box office.
Over Valentine's weekend, the Sosnoff Theatre hosted the
Vagina Monologues featuring Bard students. This performance was a success in drawing students and local community members alike to the performance. The students that
organized the event were proactive in seeking to use the
space and that is why the performance was held in the theatre.
While in principle the Sosnoff Theatre exists as a student
space, some factors limit its use by students. Cook
explained that: "[the Sosnoff Theatre] is an expensive
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6. Decibel's competition.
10. Titan's flower (bot.)
14. Morrisette's subject.
15. Sherpa's foe.
16. Russian news service.
17. Like our skunks of late.
18. "engaged in" (Sanskrit -- take that
Toni)
19. Mao's theater.
20. Fitted.
22. See 39 across.
24. Wildebeests, e.g.
25. Gary Paulsen book concerning
Coyote Runs.
26. To bear witness for instance.
29. IRL competitor, after the split.
30. Inspiring saddness, possibly.
31. Collections of dried plants.
37. Attend.
39. With 22 across obsessed by 1 &
53 across.
40. Upper cavities of the heart.
41. The chosen people.
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place to operate. But for campus groups, there is no cost
to get them in the door. However, they would have to cover
any direct costs, for example backstage crews and ushers." Not many student groups or students can afford to
pay these costs and at the current time, there is no money
set aside to help students offset the costs it takes to operate the theatre. If a student is unable to use the Sosnoff
theatre, T2 (the black box theatre) "is intended for almost
exclusive use for students during the school year" says
Cook. As opposed to the Sosnoff Theatre, T2 can be
entirely student operated.
To get your production to play on the Sosnoff
stage, you should first contact Nancy Cook (x7945) to discuss details and find a mutually agreeable date. Groups
that reserve the stage first have priority. If the plan works
from a schedule standpoint, then Botstein considers the
proposal. So far, no proposal to use the space has been
denied. When asked if she would allow a rock group to
play in the Sosnoff Theatre,
Cook commented,
"Absolutely! Some wouldn't be appropriate for the space,
but there are definitely rock groups that would be ... and if
anyone could get Radiohead to come here .. .". If you know
of a group from Bard, or outside of Bard, that would be
interesting to see at the PAC, you should get in touch with
Cook to see if something can be worked out.
As of now, "the potential for the building is
unseen," said Box Office Manager Orin Chait. "The 'Gala
Opening' flexed all the muscle that the PAC had. But now
it is just a matter of what we can afford," he added. The
theatre by design is very flexible. It offers the capabilities of
doing many types of performances, and offers superb
sound quality at the same time. But the process of developing the PAC as a space will take time. "It has to grow
organically" explained Raissa St. Pierre, House Manager
for the Fisher Center. "It can't start off big. It can't afford to
do a lot all at once. There will be more in time, when there
is more money and resources for different performances."
In the meantime, we will slowly begin to define how the
space will be used. I encourage everyone to see a show in
the theatre if you have not yet done so. Even if you do not
like classical music or modem dance, the PAC offers a
unique opportunity for us as students to see a performance
on a world class stage.

u

rain, as ,n, or gems.
Often measured in squares.
Amos or Murden.
Partial insensibility to pain.
5. Women's legwear.
6. Combustible funeral piles.
7. Cerebral housing.
8. Transportation dept.
9. Famous Falls?
10. Joyce story.
11. Slavic prefix.
12. Not quite marriage.
13. Ways and ?
21. Boaz's wife.
23. ---- vires (it's legal, in other words}.
25. Amenity of Tewks, Kline, Campus Center
& Keen.
26. That Russian mountain range none of
you knew from the first crossword.
27. Sorry I couldn't think of a clue; it's "tows."
28. Nicholas, Alexander or Peter.
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45. To repeat, as in from memory.
46. Pommel, for example .
48. Cause for an inhaler.
52. Sea and Sky Agency (acrn).
53. Anti- 1 across.
54. Server's nightmare.
58. Hare's homonym
59. Shepard's charge.
61. Most dance majors, i.e.
62. "The scarefull ---- With hooked talents trussing up a hare among the
ferne.' Ovid.
63. --- Indiana or Pennsylvania.
64. Famous family restaurateur
("Bob"}.
65. Planted or sown.
66. Drains.
67. Stupid, like lead.

mos ,san
32. Give off.
33. Additive (math-ily}.
34. Bodily acid.
35. "Le Grand Pie Mou" recorder.
36. Manly scarf.
38. Condition, as in an agreement.
42. Hates with a passion, e.g.
43. Store, on a ship.
47. ---- down, as in clothes or an heirloom.
48. Hurts, apropos a muscle.
49. Measured in GB on DC++
50. Thrice adj.
51. Accepted for a job, say.
52. Points on a network.
54. Like some coffee or faucets.
55. With "Terrible" for a suffix.
56. --- Fate (or "La Condition Humaine")
57. In---- (essentially}.
60. In other words: epoch.
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